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Warning to users

The analytical procedures given in this booklet should
only be carried out by competent trained persons, with
adequate supervisionwhennecessary. Local Safety Regu-

lations must be observed. Laboratory procedures should
be carried out only in a properly equipped laboratory.
Field operations should be conducted with due regard to
possible local hazards, and portable safety equipment
should be carried. Care should be takenagainst creating
hazards for others. Lone working, whether in the laboratory orfield,should bediscouraged.Reagentsofadequate
purity must be used, along with properly maintained
apparatus and equipment of correct specification. Specificationsforreagents,apparatus and equipment are given
in manufacturers' catalogues and various published
standards. If contamination is suspected, reagent purity
should be checked before use.
There are numerous handbooks on first aid and laboratory safety. One such publication is 'Code ofPractice for
ChemicalLaboratories' issued by the Royal Institute of
Chemistry, London. Another such publication, which
includes biological hazards, is 'Safety in Biological
Laboratories' (editors E Hartree and V Booth), Biochemical Society Special Publication No 5, The Biochemical Society, London.
Where the committee have considered that a special
unusual hazard exists, attentionhas been drawn to this
in the text so that additional caremight be takenbeyond
that whichshould be exercised at all times when carrying
out analytical procedures. It cannot be too strongly
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emphasized that prompt first aid, decontamination, or
administration of the correct antidote can save life, but
that incorrect treatment can make matters worse. It is
suggestedthat both supervisorsand operators be familiar
withemergencyprocedures before starting even a slightly
hazardous operation, and that doctors consulted after
any accident involving chemical contamination, ingestion, or inhalation, be made familiar with the chemical
nature of the injury, as some chemical injuries require
specialist treatment not normally encountered by most
doctors. Similar warning should be given if a biological
or radiochemicalinjury is suspected. Some very unusual
parasites, viruses and other micro-organisms are occasionally encounteredin samples and when sampling in
the field. In the lattercase, all equipment including footwear should be disinfected by appropriate methods if
contamination is suspected.

Thebestsafeguardis athoroughconsiderationofhazards
andthe consequent safety precautions andremedieswell

in advance. Without intending to give a complete checklist, pointsthatexperiencehas shown are often forgotten

include: laboratory tidiness, stray radiation leaks (includingultraviolet), use ofthe correct protectiveclothing
and goggles, removal of toxic fumes and wastes, containment in the event ofbreakage, accessto taps, escape
routes, and the accessibility of the correct and properly
maintained first aid, fire-fighting, andrescue equipment.
If in doubt it is safer to assume that a hazardmay exist
and take reasonable precautions rather, than to assume
that no hazards exists until proved otherwise.

About this series

This booklet is one ofa seriesintended to provide recommended methods for the determination of water quality.
In the past, the Department of the Environment andits
predecessors, in collaboration with various learned
societies, has issued volumes of methods for the analysis
of water and sewage culminating in 'Analysis of Raw,
Potable and Waste Waters'. These volumes inevitably
took some years to prepare, so that they were often partially out of date before they appeared in print. The
present series will be published as individual methods,
thus allowingfor the replacementor addition of methods
as quicklyaspossiblewithout need ofwaitingfor thenext
edition. The rate ofpublication will also be related to the
urgency of requirement for that particular method, tentative methods being issued whennecessary. The aim is to
provide as completeand upto dateacollectionofmethods
andreviews as ispracticable,whichwill,as faraspossible,
take into account the analytical facilities available in
differentparts ofthe Kingdom, andthe quality criteria of
interest to those responsiblefor the various aspectsofthe
water cycle. Because both needs and equipment vary
widely,where necessary, a selection of methods may be
recommended for a single determinand. It will be the
responsibilityofthe users — the senioranalyticalchemist,
biologist, bacteriologistetc, to decide which of these
methods to use for the determination in hand. Whilst
attention of the user is drawn to any special known
hazards which may occur with the use of any particular
method, responsibility for proper supervision and the
provision of safe working conditions must remain with
the user.

Thepreparation of this seriesand its continuous revision
is the responsibility of the Standing Committee of
Analysts (to reviewStandard Methods for Quality Control of the Water Cycle). The Standing Committee of
Analysts is one of the joint technical committees of the
Department ofthe Environment and the National Water
Council. It has nine Working Groups, each responsible
for one section or aspect ofwatercycle quality analysis.
They are as follows:
1.0 General principlesofsampling and accuracyof
results

Instrumentation andon-line analysis
Empiricalandphysical methods
Metals and metalloids
General non-metallicsubstances
Organic impurities
Biologicalmethods
Sludgeandothersolids analysis
Radiochemicalmethods
Theactual methodsetc areproduced by smaller panels of
experts in the appropriate field, underthe overall supervision of the appropriate working group and the main
committee. The names of those associated with this
method are listedinside the back cover.
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0

Publication of new or revisedmethods will be notified to
the technical press, whilst a list of Methods in Print is
given in the current HMSO Sectional Publication List
No 5, and thecurrent statusof publication and revision
will be given in the biennial reports ofthe Standing Committee ofAnalysts.

TA DICK
Chairman

LR PITTWELL
Secretary

20July 1977

Preface

This essay review is intended as an introduction to the
application of atomic absorption spectrophotometry
(AAS) in general water analysis. Atomic absorption
spectrophotometry does not require elaborate sample
preparation procedures and is a relatively rapid, interference free techniquethatis ideally suited to the analysis
of waters, sewage effluents, sewage sludges and trade
wastes for a widerange ofelements.
This review outlines theoretical aspects of AAS, basic
instrumentation, safety considerations, performance and
operating characteristics of the technique, interference
effects, applications in the water industry, pre-concentration techniques and complementary AAS techniques.

Eighty references,whichinclude the fulltitleofthe paper,
are cited in order to allow the interested reader to
pursue specific applications or techniques. Over 700
scientific papers are published each year on the uses
and applications of atomic absorption techniques and
this gives some indication of the importance of atomic
absorption spectrophotometry in chemical analysis.

It should be notedthat this essay review only describes
techniques that can be performed using commercially
available atomic absorption instrumentation. Radiofrequency induction coupled plasmas are not discussed.

Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometry
1979 version

I

Introduction

Atomic absorptioncan be defined as the absorption of photons by an atomic vapour.
When an atomabsorbs aphoton ofvisibleor ultraviolet light, one ofthe outer electrons
oftheatomis transferred to an excitedenergylevel.Thewavelengthat which absorption
occursis characteristic of the element, andthe degree of absorption is a function ofthe
concentrationof atoms in the vapour. The absorption lines ofmost elementslie between
190 and850 nm.

The basic principles underlying atomic absorption spectroscopy were established by
Kirchhoff(1) in 1860, when he used the dark lines in the Fraunhofer spectrum to deduce
the presenceof certain elementsin the cooler, outer-solar atmosphere. Although a great
deal of theoretical work by physicists andastrophysicists has been published over the
lastfiftyyears(2),itwas notuntil 1953 that SirAlan Walsh(3)andlaterin 1955 Alkemade
and Milatz(4) realized the analytical potential of the technique and demonstrated its
superiority toflameemissionspectroscopy.

Atomic absorption spectrophotometry (AAS) is an analytical technique that can be
usedto determineover sixty elementsprovided that they are in a homogeneoussolution,
and is very well suited to water analysis. The technique has very good specificity,consequently sample preparation is relatively simple and handling errors are minimal.
Analysescan be performedfarmore rapidly than byproceduresrequiringmore elaborate
preparativesteps.
Interelement effects in water analysis are not very pronounced and can readily be
minimized.Detectionlimits ofless than 01 mg/litre are readily obtainable for the most
commonlydetermined elements in water analysis andrecent adaptions have resulted in
even lower detection limits of0 001 —0 005 mg/litre for a number ofelements (see8).
It must be stressed that these adaptions are more time-consuming and suffer from
significantly more matrix interferenceeffectsthan conventional atomic absorption using
directnebulizationintoflames.

2 Theory

2.1

AbsorptionLineProffles

Figure 1 depicts a typical absorption line profile of an atomic vapourin a conventional
flame, and a typical profile of a molecular electronic absorption band in solution. The
ordinate represents the absorption coefficient (K) andthe half-width is the widthacross
the profile where the absorption coefficient is half its maximum value. The large halfwidths of molecular electronic absorption bands in solution (10-50 nm) arise from
vibrational and rotational fine structure of the electronic energy levels and also from
solvent-soluteinteraction in the condensed phase. Spectral interference due to overlap
of absorption line proffiesis very common in solution spectrophotometry. However it
can readily be seen that spectral overlap ofatomic line profiles will be a rareoccurrence
inAAS,viz:
Wavelengthrange for bothtechniques660nm (190—850nm)
5 x 103nm
Typicalhalf-widthofan absorption line profile
Typicalhalf-widthofa molecularabsorption band 25nm
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Figure 1

Wavelength

Typicalmolecular band (in solution) and atomic absorption line (gas phase)

Atomic absorptionis a 'lock and key' technique whereby a given element will only
absorb radiation specific to that element. Spectral interference caused by overlap of
atomic line absorption profiles is insignificantexcept for a few rare instances mainly
involving little used less sensitive absorption lines(5). If a solution containing a given
elementis nebulizedinto a suitable flame an atomic vapourofthe elementwill normally
be formed. Some of the atoms may be raised to an excited energy level and emit
characteristic radiationof that metal, a phenomenon that is exploited in flame emission
spectroscopy.However the overwhelmingmajority, more than 999%, of the element
atoms will remain in the non-emittinggroundstate(see2.3). Ifthese ground stateatoms
are irradiated with lightofa wavelength(andfrequency)correspondingto an absorption
line, the atoms will absorb some ofthe radiation. The amount of lightabsorbed will be
afunctionoftheconcentrationoftheground stateatoms inthe flame.
The small half-widths of atomic absorption lines (Figure 1) means that if a continuous
source is used to measure the absorption (as in solution spectrophotometry), a very
expensive high resolution monochroniator must be used in order to obtain any appreciable atomic absorption signal. Walsh(3)overcamethis problem by usinga hollowcathode lamp atomic line source (see 3.1.1). These lamps emit the atomic line spectrum
of the element to be determined. The half-widths of the atomic lines emitted by these
lamps are somewhat less than the correspondingabsorption lines of atomic vapours in
conventionalflamessince the lamps operate at low pressuresandtemperatures. Absorption lines are commonly referred to as resonance lines. An inexpensive, relatively low
resolution monochromator can now be used to isolate the desired resonance emission
line emitted by the hollow-cathode lamp from any unwanted non-resonance (nonabsorbing)emissionlines(Figure 2).

-
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Figure 2 Spectraleffectofthe combination ofa hollow-cathodelampand a
relatively lowresolution monochromator

The combinationof a hollow-cathode lamp and a low resolution monochromator is
equivalentto acontinuous sourceand avery highresolutionmonochromator.

2.2 ShapeofCalibrationGraphs

1

Figure 3 gives a pictorial representation of atomic absorption. If is the intensity ofa
resonance emissionline reaching the detector in the absence of any atomic vapour, and
is theintensityofradiation reachingthedetector afterabsorption by an atomic vapour
then,fromthe Beer-Lambertlaw:

I

A=log10- =kcl
whereA

= Absorbance(oroptical density)

k = Constant
c = Concentrationofground stateatoms perunitvolume
1

= Pathlengthofabsorbingatomic vapour
Path Length L

Atom reservoir

10

(uniform density of atomic vapour)

Figure3 Pictorial representationofatomicabsorption

This derivation assumes that the resonance emission line is resolved from all other
emissionlines andthat the resonanceemissionline widthfrom the hollow-cathodelamp
is considerably less than the corresponding resonance absorption line width of the
atomic vapourin a high temperature flame. Unfortunately this latter assumption is not
strictly true and, although a linear concentration-absorbance relationship is usually
followedfor absorbances of less than 03 to 04, for absorbance values above this, the
calibration graph becomes increasinglynon-linear. This effectofmore pronounced for
low boiling point elements such as arsenic, cadmium, selenium, tellurium and zinc
because of self-absorption effects (see 3.1.1). Figure 4 illustrates a typical calibration
graph.

1

2

1

0C)
C0

0

Concentration

Figure4 Calibrationgraph shape

A. Aspredicted by equation 1
B. Typical observedcalibration graph
8

All modern AAS instruments have electronic facilities for converting the absorbance
values obtained from a small number (3—5) of standard solutions into a linear calibration graph, and giving direct concentration read-outs calculated from this graph.
However,this deviceshould be usedwith caution because, if significant deviation from
Beer's Law is present, the analyticalresults will be of poor precision — see also Section
3.5.3. In any case, it is not good practice to work with absorbance values greater than
aboutO8as thiswill usuallyleadto reducedprecision.
Comparisonwith Flame EmissionSpectroscopy
Absorption measurementsare confined to atoms in the ground state. Atoms in excited
states do notcontribute to the atomic absorption signal.
2.3

Thenumber of atoms (N1)that arein an excitedstate compared to the number(N0) in
the ground state(for a systemin effective thermal equilibrium)is given bythe Boltzmann
equation:
N1 = N0

e

kT

go

Where E1 isthe energy ofthe excitedstateabove the ground state:
g1, go are the statistical weightsofthe excitedandground states respectively

kis theBoltzmannconstant
Tis theabsolutetemperature

The calculated values of N1/N0 for some resonance lines at different temperatures are
given in Table 1, which shows that this ratio (N1/N0) rapidly decreaseswith decreasing
wavelength(increasingE1). This means that flame emissionmethods are not very sensitive for elementswith resonance linesbelow 270nm,suchas (arsenic, antimony. bismuth,
cadmium, mercury, selenium, tellurium and zinc, etc) whereas the sensitivity of atomic
absorption is only dependent on the ground state atompopulation and not on the wavelength ofthe resonance line. Also, since the number ofexcitedatoms varies exponentially
with temperature (Table 1) whilst the numberofground stateatoms remains essentially
constant, any slight temperature fluctuation in an atomic vapour will have a much more
pronounced effect on the excited state atom population utilized in flame emission than
ontheground stateatompopulation utilizedinatomic absorption.
Spectral interference is often observed in flame emission spectrometry owing
relativelylarge

to the

numberof atomic lines and broadmolecular bands that can be observed.

atomic absorption spectrophotometry the primary radiation source is modulated
either electronicallyor mechanicallyand a suitable amplifier, tuned or phase locked to
the modulationfrequency,is connected to the detector. This ensures that any emission
In

from the flame is not detectedby the measuringsystem (see 3.1). It should be pointed
out that weaknon-specificabsorption, mainly caused by undissociatedmatrixmolecules
in the flame,is sometimes observed in atomicabsorption spectrophotoinetry. However
thiseffect caneasily becorrected(see 3.6 and6.3).

The Ratio of the Number of Atoms in the Excited State (N1) to the Number
the
Ground
in
State (N0) atVarious Temperatures

Table 1

Resonance

Ratio N1/N0

Wavelength

(nm)

T = 2000°K

T = 3000°K

T = 5000°K

Cs8521

444xlO4

Na589O
Ca4227
Mg2852
Zn2139

986x1O

724xlO3
588x104
369x105
168x107

682x1O2
15lx102
333xl03
134x1O4

558x1010

432x1O6

121xlO7
4O5xlO11
729x1O'5

3 Instrumentation

a

Figure 5 illustrates the main components of typical atomic absorption spectrophotometer.

Figure 5 Maincomponents ofa typicalatomicabsorption spectrophotometer
3.1 RadiationSource

By far the most commonlyused radiation sourceis the hollow-cathodelamp, but other
sources are occasionallyused, and these as well as hollow-cathodelamps are described
below.

In order to ensure that the system only responds to radiation from the source and not

from the atomreservoir (theflame), the light outputfrom the radiationsource is modulated. This can be achieved either using a mechanical chopping device or alternatively
the current to the source can be modulated. The output from the detector is normally
passed through an amplifier tuned to modulation frequency or passed through a phase
sensitive amplifier. Thus any radiation emanating from the atom reservoir will not be
detected.
3.1.1

Hollow-cathode Lamps

All commercialinstruments are fitted with hollow-cathodelamppower supplies. Figure
6A depicts a typical hollow-cathode lamp which consists of a borosilicate cylindrical
glass envelope with a silica end window, which will transmit radiation of wavelength
greater than l8Onm.
borosilicate glass envelope
anode+

-

window

graded aeal (borosillcatosilica)

Figure 6A Typicalhollow-cathodelamp

a less expensiveborosilicate glass window as the main resonance lines of these elements lie at wavelengths
greater than 320nm. A hollow cathode is situated in the centre ofthe lamp; this cathode
is fabricated from eitherthepure form of theelement or from a suitable alloyif the pure
elementis very volatile and/or non-conducting.The anode is usually a tungsten rod.
Certain lamps, such as calcium, chromium and copper often have

Thelamp is ifiledwithaninertgas (normallyneon or, sometimes,argon) at a low pressure
(4—10 Torr). Most lamps use a standardized octal base plug which is in electricalcontact
with the anode and cathode of the lamp. These octal based hollow-cathode lamps fit
the majority of commercial instruments. Typically, currents of 2—l5mA are passed
through the lamps from a current stabilized power supply and a stable dischargeis
formed inside the cathode. Adjustments are provided for accurately aligning the lamp
along the optical axis of the instrument. Most modern hollow-cathode lamps have
operating lives well in excess of 5000mA hours. The lamps with the shortest lives are
those constructedfrom alloys ofvolatileelementssuchas arsenic or selenium.
All lamps have a maximum operating current whichshouldnot be exceeded.As the lamp
current is increased the emission intensity of a given resonance line increases but the
analytical sensitivitytends to decease because ofline broadening andself-absorption.
10

The line broadening is caused by an increase in the cathode operating temperature
whilst the self-absorptionis caused by absorption ofthe emitted radiation by unexcited
ground state atoms in front of the cathode. Self-absorptionis equivalent to an increase
in theemission line widthandis particularly noticeable for the volatile elementsarsenic,
cadmium,selenium, zincetc. The selected lampoperating currentshould give adequate
intensity with minimum line broadening.

Many multielement lamps are now commercially available. These have the advantage

that onelamp can be usedto determine a number(2 to 6) of elements. They have the
disadvantages that their output intensity is somewhat less than the equivalent single
element lamp, their emission spectrum is more complex, the selection of an optimum
operating current is more difficult and the useful operating lifetime is in most cases

somewhat less than most equivalent single element lamps. The main advantage ofthese
lamps is in their use with instruments which only have facilities for powering a single
hollow-cathodelamp. They have little advantage in instruments fitted with multi-lamp
turrets. Calcium-magnesiumand copper-zinc hollow-cathode lamps are however very
gooddualelementlamps which have beensuccessfullyused over a long period oftime.
3.1.2 RadioFrequencyExcitedElectrodelessDischargeLamps
The lamps consist of a silica bulb containing a small amount of a given element or a
suitable compound of that element filled with argon or neon at a low pressure (see
Figure 6B). The lampis excited by a low power (5—20 watts) radio frequency (27MHz)
field generatedin a radio frequency(RF) coil surrounding the lamp. Some commercially
available lamps are constructed with their own matched RF coils permanently attached
to the lamp(6). These lamps are moreintense (5—10 times) than hollow-cathode lamps
and also exhibit narrow line widths. This can result in a slightly improved sensitivity
and a longer linearrange ofcalibration graphfor very volatile elements suchas arsenic
and seleniumthan can be obtained with the equivalent hollow-cathode lamps(6).Their
main advantage is for elements such as arsenic andseleniumwhere the main resonance
RF coil

quartz

ceramic

holder

Figure 6B Typical radio frequency excited electrodelessdischarge lamp
(Reproducedwith permission fromref6)
lines lie in the extreme ultra-violetregion of the spectrum below 200nm where the poor

lamp intensity from hollow-cathodelamps can limitthe usefulnessofthese latterlamps
with some atomic absorption instruments (see 3.7). The main disadvantages of these
lamps is that at present they are only commercially available for a limited number of
elements (volatile elements or elements that form relatively volatile halides), they are
moreexpensivethanequivalenthollow-cathodelamps and, in addition, require a separate
power supply.
3.1.3 OtherPotentialLightSources

Microwave excited electrodelessdischarge lamps have been employed as light sources
in AAS(7). These are similar to the radiofrequency excited lamps previously described,
but are excited by a relatively high power (30—100 watts) microwave (2450MHz)field.
These lamps are 100—500timesmore intensethan hollow-cathodelamps, but considerably
less stable. Inaddition, the highcostofa microwavepower supply precludestheirgeneral
use in AAS. It should be stressed that increasing the intensity does not increase the
analyticalsensitivity(seeEquation 1).
Vapour dischargelamps havebeen used in the past but these are only availablefor avery
limited number of elements (cadmium, caesium, gaffium, indium, rubidium, sodium,
potassium and zinc). They tend to give poorer analytical sensitivity due to the high
operating temperature andpressure ofthese lamps compared to hollow-cathodelamps.

Continuum sources such as xenon arc lamps or deuterium arc lamps have been used in
conjunction with very high resolution monochromators by research workers(8) but to
dateno instrument company has commercially developedsuch an instrument for general
sale. The main problem is the high cost ofthe monochromator and developinga suitable
intensewide range continuumsource.

A tuneable dye laser in conjunction with a frequency doubler would appear to be an
ideal singleAAS source, but to date littlework has been reportedusing sucha sourcefor
AASwork(9).

3.2 AtomReservoir

The vast majority of routine atomic absorption work is carried out using direct pneumatic nebulization of homogenous solutions into flames. Alternative methods of atomization are consideredin section8.
3.2.1

Nebulizers

Figure 7 depicts a typical pneumatic nebulizer. The sample is drawn up the nebulizer
capillary and on reaching the end ofthe capillary is reduced to a mist or aerosol of tiny
droplets by the supersonic gas flow (air or nitrous oxide) that emerges from the annulus
aroundtheendofthecapillary.

ble Impact ball
Polyethylene

Support gas Inlet
(inlet pressure typically 2—3 Bar)
(30—45psig)

Capillary

steel, tantalum, platInum/irIdIum)

Figure 7 Typical pneumatic nebulizer

The aerosol is then passed into a spray chamber where the larger droplets precipitate
andrun to waste. Theremaining tinydroplets are carried by the oxidant and fuel gases,
with which they are thoroughly mixed, into the flame. Figure 8 depicts the processes
occurringduringnebulizationand atomizationofa sample.

e.g. MgCI2

MgCI2 (vapour)—.-Mg0
+
MgO

,

+

[01 Flame
gases

[2C1°1________________
[01
and equilibrium with flame oases

MgO
(MgOH)

Figure 8 Idealizeddepictionofnebulization and atomization
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The efficiency ofthis system can be increased by using a spray disperser or impact ball
(fittedas standard to many modern atomic absorption spectrophotometers).This consists
of an inertspherical bead situated in front of the nebulizer outlet onto which the spray
impinges; this device causes an increasein the numberofdroplets small enough to reach
the flame and therefore results in an increase in the analyticalsensitivity.The analytical
sensitivity is very dependent on the position of the impact ball and instruments fitted
with these devices usually have some external means of adjusting the position of the
impact ball. Itis important to optimisethis eachtime the nebulizeris removed orchanged.
This can convenientlybe achievedwhilst nebulizing a 5mg/litre copper solution whenan
absorbance signal ofgreater than 05 should be obtained on most modern instruments.
3.2.2

Flames

Thetwo most commonlyusedflamesin AAS are the air-acetyleneand the nitrous oxideacetylene flames, which exhibit maximum temperatures of about 2200°C and 2750°C
respectively. A 100 or 120mm path/length laminar flow slot burner is normally used to
support the air-acetyleneflame whilst for the nitrous oxide the optimum slot length is
50—60mm. The hotter nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame is used to determine elements that
are poorly atomized in the cooler air-acetyleneflame. In general it can be stated that
elementssuchas aluminium,silicon,titanium, vanadium and zirconiumwhichformstable
refractory oxides cannot be determined in the air-acetyleneflame whilst elements such
as cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, silver and zinc that do not form highly stable oxide
species can satisfactorilybe determined in this flame. Elements such as chromium and
molybdenumcan be determined in eitherflame but interelementeffectsare significantly
less in the hotter nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame.Appendix A lists the optimum flamefor
each element.It should be stressed that the nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame could be used
to determine all the elements listed in Appendix A, but that for elements that do not
form refractory oxidesthe analyticalsensitivityis 5—10 times lower than the air-acetylene
flame.

It is important never to attempt to igniteor maintain a nitrousoxide-acetyleneflame on

an air-acetylene burner. The very fast burning velocity of a nitrous oxide-acetylene
mixture will resultin a violent explosiveflashback that could damage the spray chamber
and will certainly temporarily deafen the operator. Most modern instruments have an
interlocksystem toprevent sucha flashbackoccurring(seealso 4.3).
Many atomic absorption instruments are now fitted with an automaticgas control unit
that will automatically sense that the correct burner is fitted, ignite the flame andcontinually monitor for the presence of the flame. Similarly it can automatically shut the
flame down. If a fault such as power failure, air compressor failure, exhaustion of a
gas supply were to developduring flameoperation the unitwill switch offthe flamegases
andsafelyextinguishtheflame.
Cloggingof the burnerslot is notnormally encounteredunless solutions containing more
than about 2 %m/V of dissolved solids are nebulized for prolonged periods; this does
notrepresent a significantprobleminnon-salinewater analysis.
3.3 Monochromator

Themonochromator isolates therequired spectral resonanceline emittedbythe radiation
source and also minimizesthe effect of background radiation emanating from the flame
or the nebulized sample or both. Silica prism monochromators usedto be popularbut
have the disadvantage that the optical dispersion of a prismvaries with wavelength, so
that resolutionfor a fixedslitwidth setting decreasesmarkedlywith increasingwavelength.
Thus a prism will have goodresolution at wavelengthsbelow 250nm but relativelypoor
resolution for wavelengths above about 400nm. Diffraction grating monochromators
are universally used in modern instruments and have the advantage that the optical
dispersion of a grating is virtually independent of the wavelength, thus resulting in a
linear wavelengthreadout. The resolutionis essentiallyconstantthroughout the spectrum
for a given slit width setting. Modern blazed diffraction gratings, where the reflecting
surface ofeachgroove on the grating lies at a fixed angle to the grating surface, concentrate about60-80% oftheincident lightenergyintothefirst orderspectrum. Onegrating,
normally blazed at about 300nm, can satisfactorily be used to cover the wavelength
range 190—850nm. Howeversome higher priced instruments are fitted with two gratings;
one is blazed at about 250am for use in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum, whilst
the otheris blazed at about 500nmfor use in the visible and nearinfra-red region ofthe
spectrum. The gratings are automaticallyinterchangedat a wavelengthof about 400nm.
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Adjustable slitwidths are situated along the optical path ofthe monochromator so that
theoptimum compromisemaybe madebetweenspectral purity andenergyreaching the
photodetector. In practice spectral bandpasses of 02—1 Onmare normally usedfor the
vastmajority ofatomic absorption analyses.
3.4 RadiationDetector

Photomultipliersare universallyused, the mainrequirementsbeing an adequate response
over the spectral range 190—780mn and low dark current. If caesium, with its main
resonanceline at 852 mm, is to be determined, a wide range photomultiplier is essential.
Mostmodern instrumentsarenowfitted with these wide range photomultipliers.
3.5 Amplifier and ReadoutSystem
3.5.1 GeneralConsiderations

Themodulated light signal from the hollow-cathodelamp (see 3.1.1) is detected by the
photomultiplier and selectively amplified whilst any continuous radiation emanating
from the flame is effectively rejected. The output from the photomultipiier is directly
proportional to the incident light intensity; however the concentration of the analyte
is related to themeasured absorbance (see equation 1), thus a logarithmicconversion of
the signal must be performed. The finaloutput is then displayed either on a meter or a
digital display device, the latter readout being used on almost all modern instruments.
Facilities tomonitorsimultaneouslythe outputonapotentiometricrecorder are standard.
3.5.2 Signalmtegration
Ifreadings aretaken directlyfrom a meteror a digital display errors in visual averaging
of the output signal can often occur. For this reason all moderninstruments allow the
signal to be integrated for a fixed period of time and the resulting steady integrated
signaldisplayed.Integration timesof ito 10secondsare normallyused.
3.5.3

Curve correction

It has already been shown that the calibration graphs are only linear at low absolute

absorbance values (Figure 4). Thus if direct concentration readout is to be employed
some automatic method of linearizing the calibration graph is essential. All modern
instruments have this capability. A simple correction system will require two standard
solutionsandablank forsetting up. Onestandardsolution must give anabsorption which
lies on the linear part of the calibration graph (typicallyan absolute absorbance of01—
02) and this solution is nebulizedwhilst setting the scale expansion control. The other
standard solution should be the highestconcentration to be determined, andis nebulized
whilst setting the curve correction control. It is wise to prepare other standard concentrations to check the applicability of the calibration graph. Ifa poor fit is observed the
concentrationofthetop standard solution should be reduced.

Itisvery importantto ensureoptimumalignmentofthelightsource and theburnerandthat
the lamp is operating correctly prior to applying any form of curve correction. Although
many modern instruments are capable of linearizing a grossly non-linear calibration
curve caused by incorrect optical alignment or excessive lamp current this will lead to a
significantloss ofprecision.
A moreelaborate correction system can be achieved using a microprocessor controlled
instrument (see 3.5.5). In this case three to five standards are commonly used and the
microprocessor will automatically apply a suitable curve fitting routine. The routines
used vary from instrument to instrument. However, these devices are not infallible —
seeAppendixB, SectionB9.
3.5.4 AutomaticZero andAutomaticCalibrationFacilities

Many modern instruments are fitted with automatic zero and automatic calibration
facilities.The former devicewill set the outputto zero absorbance when the appropriate
control is operated, and is utilized whilst nebulizing the blank solution. The automatic
calibration facilityis usedto maintain a constantresponse to a given standard and should
not be activated before setting the output to zero absorbance with the blank solution
being nebulized. It allows a constant preselected reading to be obtained during the
nebulization of a given standard. This reading is usually selected so that direct concentration readout is obtained. Both these devicescan be remotely activated when using an
automatic sampler so that a stable baseline and a constantsensitivitycan be maintained
duringprolongedoperation.

3.5.5 Microprocessors

Microprocessorsare now incorporated into the majority of modem atomic absorption
units. These devices process the output data upon instructions from a keyboard fitted
to the instrument. For instance, the blank and standards can be nebulizedsequentially
whilst the concentration level of each standard is keyed into the unit. The unit will then
automatically compute a suitable calibration graph so that the final displayed read out
is in the desired concentration units. Once the calibration graph has been determined
itcan be updated by simplynebulizingone standardanddepressingtheappropriate keys.
Themicroprocessorcanalso be usedto control the operation ofan automatic gas control
unit (see 3.2.2) and the operation of an automatic background correction system (see
3.6 and 6.3).

A word of warning is essential: many users of atomic absorption instruments will in-

creasingly regard microprocessorcontrolled instruments as black boxes into which the
sample is introduced at one end whilst the correct result mysteriously appears at the
other end. Even with this labour-saving device fitted, it is justas essential to clean out
the burner and spray chamber regularly, check for a partial blockage of the nebulizer,
carefully align the burner with respect to the light beam, and select the appropriate
burnerheight andgas flow settings. It is often assumed that with a completelyautomated
system these time-consumingprocedures are notso important. This is incorrect.Although
a microprocessorcan effectively linearize a grossly non-linear calibration graph caused
by incorrect selection of spectral bandpass orpoor burneralignment,the precision ofthe
results will suffer unless the unit is carefully optimizedprior to each new determination.
3.6 BackgroundCorrectionSystems

Although atomic absorption does not suffer from spectral interference caused by the
overlap of atomic line profiles, weak non-specific background absorption by undissociated matrix molecules in the flameis significantin certain analyses. This non-specific
background absorption has also been attributed to physical scattering of the radiation
by unvaporized solid particles in the flame. However it is now generally accepted that
molecular absorption by undissociated matrix molecules in the flame is mainly responsibleforthis absorption('°'11)

a muchwider wavethan
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profile
(see Figure9). hydrogen or deuterium hollow-cathode lamp, which emits a continuous spectrum from 190 to 350nm,
can be used to monitor this background absorption. With a typical spectral bandpass
of Snm and a typical absorption line half width of analyte atoms in the flame of
OO5nni, the energyabsorbed by the analyte atoms from a continuum source represents
only a negligiblysmall proportion of the energy as seen by the detector. Figure9 shows
this diagrammatically. Thus if a measurement is performed with the analyte element
Non-specific background absorption for a given matrix occurs over
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Figure9 Diagrammatic representationshowing howabsorption line half-widthsofhollow-cathodelamps and
atoms inflames are small comparedwith monochromator spectralbandpassand molecular absorption bandwidths
(a) Line half-widthofhollow-cathodelamp. TypicallyOO01 nm
(b) Effective 'line' half-widthofhydrogen ordeuterium lampsource.Typically 0•6nm, equivalent to
monochromatorspectral bandpass
(c) Absorptionline half-widthof atoms intheflame.TypicallyO003 nm
(d) Effective molecular absorption band width ofmolecules in theflame(shaded area)
Typically 0 nm equivalent to monochromator spectral bandpass.
Note:DistanceACrepresentsmonochromator spectralbandpass
DEFGrepresentsmolecular absorption spectrum ofa typical matrixover a small wavelength interval (1 -2 nm)
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lamp the absorbance signal will be proportional to both the analyte concentration and
the matrixconcentration. If a subsequentmeasurement, with otherwise identical operating conditions, is now taken with a hydrogen (or deuterium) lamp at the same wavelength the absorbance signal will simply be proportional to the matrix concentration. By
subtracting the latter signal from the former, a signal that is only dependent upon the
analyte concentration is obtained. Many moderninstruments have facilitiesfor automatically correcting for any background absorption. The light beam from a hydrogen (or
deuterium) lamp and the analyte lamp are combined using a semi-silveredmirror and
passed throughthe flame(or other atom reservoir). By alternately passing current pulses
through eachlamp and automatically subtracting the two absorbance signals, automatic
backgroundcorrection can beachieved.This is illustrated in Figure 10.
hydrogen (or deuterium)
hollow-cathode (or arc) lamp

ct

_j_1J_1J_1ckround
J—lJ—IJ—iJ-lalYfe
time
m onochromator

Figure 10 Diagrammaticrepresentationofanautomatic background correction
system (single beaminstrument)

It is also possible to correct manuallyfor background absorption usinga non-resonance
line emitted by a suitable elementhollow-cathodelamp. The absorbance signal observed
with the non-resonanceline is subtracted from the absorbance signal observedusing the
analyte resonanceline.

The chosen line should lie within 2nm of the resonance line wavelength because the
background absorption does vary with wavelength.The analytical significance of background absorption isdiscussedin Section6.3.
3.7 SingleandDoubleBeam Instruments

The differencebetween a single and a double beam instrument is that any variation in
thesourceintensity during measurementwill have no effect on the output signal level in a
double beam instrument, butwill have an effect proportional to the variation in intensity
in a singlebeaminstrument.
Figure 11 illustrates the optical layout for the two types of instrument. In the double
beam instrument the light beam is split into two; one beam passes through the flame
whilst the other passes around the flame, and the two beams are recombined pxior to
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Figure 11 Diagrammaticrepresentationofsingle anddoublebeam atomic
absorption spectrophotometer

entering the monochromator. A mechanical chopping device allows the amplifier to
resolvethe two beams. The ratio ofthe intensities ofthe two beams is taken and this will
be independentof any variations in lightintensity.The advantagesand disadvantagesof
single and double beam operation are summarizedin Table 2. It should be stressedthat
although in theory alampwarm-upperiod (thatis, the time takenfor the output intensity
to stabilize) is not required for a double beaminstrument, the analytical sensitivitycan
markedly change as the cathode warms up: this is especiallytrue for volatile elements
such asarsenic,cadmium,seleniumandzinc.

Table2 Comparison of Single and DoubleBeam Operation
Single Beam Instrument
Advantages

Simple,usuallyonly two lenses(and ahalfsilveredmirrorifabackground corrector
fitted). Canbereadilycleaned andrealigned.
2. Less expensivethan acomparabledouble beaminstrument.
3. Highluminousthroughput.
1.

Disadvantages

Longerlampwarm-uptimeandamulti-lampturretis required.
2. Poor detectionlimitobservedforlamps with unstableoutput.
1.

Double Beam Instrument
Advantages
1. Shortwarm-uptime.

Lamp stabilitynotcritical.
3. No significantbaselinedrift.
2.

Disadvantages

More optical components, especially when automatic background correction is
employed.
2. More expensive than a comparablesinglebeaminstrument.
3. Luminous throughput poorer than equivalent single beam instrument. This is
especially noticeable in the far ultraviolet region of the spectrum (eg arsenic,
193 7nm; selenium, 196 Onm; andlead217Oum).
1.

Modern hollow-cathodelamps have a very stable outputandin the author's experience
there is little difference in detection limits betewen the two types of instrument. Noise
originating in the nebulization flame system is the limiting factor in many instances.
The double beaminstrument will probably show some advantage ifprolonged unattended
automatic operation is envisaged.
Although double beaminstrumentscan beoperated ina singlebeammode, the disadvantages given above will still apply.
3.8 AutomaticOperation

Most instruments are capable of automatic operation but care should be exercised in
the choiceofthe sampler. Ideally the sampler should have a variable sampling andwash
time and the sample cups should hold sufficient sample for the proposed analyses. Some
samplersdo nothave a wash facility but simplydirectly transfer the inlet probefrom one
sample to the next. This is satisfactoryif all the samples containsimilar concentrations
ofthevarious analytes,butif largeconcentration differences betweensubsequentsamples
are likely to occur, then sample carry-overmightbe a problem and the use of alternate
blank solutions should then be considered. The normal operating sequence is that the
sampling arm transfers from thewashsolution to the sample andafter a fixed period (3—6
seconds), the signal is integrated for a fixed period (5—10 seconds). The sampling arm
then transfers to the wash solution for a fixed period (3—10 seconds)andthe nextsample
is moved to the sampling position. Automatic zero and automatic calibration facilities
(see Section 3.5.4) simplifyautomatic operation. The appropriate blanks and standards
aremarked with asuitable identificationtagthattriggerstheappropriate control.
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If appreciable amounts of air are passed through the nebulizer during the time that

sampling probe transfers from sample to sample, significant changes in the baseline
level can be observedat wavelengthsbelow 250nm. This can be overcome by using the
automatic background mode (if fitted), or devisinga system that avoidspassing excessive
amounts ofair through the nebulizer.
Checksshould always be made for non-specificbackground absorption when performing
trace analysis. This can be achieved by either repeating the run with a hydrogen or
deuterium hollow-cathodelampor by usingthe automatic background correction mode,
assumingthisis available(seeSections3.6and6.3).

4 Safety

Considerations

Theinstrumentmanufacturer'shandbookshould be read carefully and any safety procedures givenshould beadhered to strictly.
4.1 Compressed Gases
Acetylene cylinders contain acetone and therefore should always be stored and used

in an upright position. Ideally they should be placed in a cool adequatelyventilated and

fire resistant store well away from oxidant gases (eg nitrous oxide). All gas cylinders
should be securelyfastened to a wall or a suitable bulkhead. Free standing gas cylinders
represent avery serioushazard should theytopple over.

A flashbackarrestorshould be fitted close to the acetylene cylinder anda shut-off valve
should be positioned close to the atomic absorption instrument. It is important that
copper tubing or certain types of brass are not used to convey acetylene as explosive
copper acetylidecan be formed. The acetylenemanufacturer or a safetyofficeracquainted

with the appropriate legislation should always be consulted before undertaking the
construction of an acetylene store or the selection and installation of pipework, flashbackarrestors and shut-offvalvesbetweenan acetylenestore and the atomic absorption
instrument. The acetylene pressure should not exceed 62kN/m2 (9 psig) unless approval
is obtainedfromtheHealth and SafetyExecutive( 12)

for leaks using soap solutions should be made. The acetylene and the
nitrous oxide should be turned off at the cylinderswhen the equipment is not in use.
Regular tests

Acetylene is supplied dissolved in acetone and as the cylinder pressure decreases the
proportion of acetone in the acetylene gas increases. This can cause an increase noise
level aswellasdrift in sensitivityespecially forcertain elementssuchas calcium,chromium
and molybdenumin the air-acetyleneflame.To avoid this problem theacetylene cylinder
should bereplacedwhenthe pressure fallsto 52OkN/m2(75 psig).
4.2 FumeExtraction

It is essentialthat an efficientcorrosion resistant fume extraction systemis used to vent

the flame exhaust gases. The instrument handbook normally gives guidance on the
selection and installation of a suitable extraction system. If possible the extractor fan
should automatically be turned on when the atomic absorption instrument is switched
on. Theexhaust gasesfrom a nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame contain significant quantities
of toxic nitrogen oxides and it is imperative that the extractor is switched on when
operating this flameeven ifdeionizedwateris beingnebulized.
When purchasing a new AAS unit adequate allowance should be made for the purchase
and installation ofa suitable fume extraction system. In some situations, the cost of this
item can be substantial.
4.3 Flames

The manufacturer's operating instructions should always be rigorously adhered to
when igniting the flame. Ensure that the correct burneris fitted (sec 3.2.2). Always check
that the water trap is full and that it does not contain large amounts of precipitated
solids. The waste reservoir should be a plastic bucket placed in a well ventilated area,
so that the risk ofaccumulation of explosivemixtures is minimized.Extra care,because
of the fire risk, should be exercised when nebulizing organic solvents and the waste
reservoir must be emptied at the end of eachrun. If chlorinated solvents are nebulized
theexhaust gaseswill contain appreciablequantities ofphosgene.

4.4 LightSources

Thenitrousoxide-acetyleneflameemits stronglyin the ultraviolet region of the spectrum
and should not be viewed directly with the naked eye. Flames should only be viewed
through the protectivescreenfitted bythe manufacturer.
Hollow-cathode lamps and especially microwave or radiofrequency electrodeless discharge lamps emit ultraviolet radiation and should not be directly viewed. Ordinary
Crown glass spectacles do not give full protection against near ultraviolet radiation,
suitablytintedglassesarerequired.
Electrothermal flameless atomizers (see 8.3) emit large amounts of infra red radiation
duringthe atomizationstage andrepeated exposurecanresult incataracts.

5 Performance
and Operating

Characteristics

This section givesanindication ofthe analytical performance data, a general description
ofthemainoperating parameters andtheiroptimization.
5.1

Sensitivity for 1% Absorption (also known ascharacteristicconcentration)

This is definedas the concentrationofanalyte in asolution that results in an absorbance
of 0 0044. This is equivalent to a 1 % decrease in the transmitted radiation. It can be
readily calculated by determining the concentration of the analyte that will give an
absorbance value of0 1 and dividingthat concentration by 22.7.This figure corresponds
tothe analytical sensitivitybutit does not directlyrelate to the detection limitas it can
givenoindication ofthesignal tonoiseratio.
Note. It is possible to reduce the sensitivityby rotationof the burnerin order to reduce
the length of the lightpath throughthe flame; this is sometimesuseful for calcium and
magnesium.
5.2 DetectionLimit

A detectionlimitquoted by an instrumentmanufactureris usuallydefinedas that concentration of the analyte that gives an absorption signal equivalent to twice the within
batch standard deviation of the noise fluctations of the blank (deionized water) signal

(cr). Thedetection limit, unlike the sensitivityfor 1 % absorption, is very dependent on
the instrumental stability. In practice a more realistic definition of detection limit, (as

recommendedby the Standing Committee ofAnalysts) where a single sample reading is
compared with a single blank reading, is given by 465 (13) This detectionlimit
correspondsto that analyte concentration for which there is only a 5% probability
that theresult will be less thanhalf ofthis detection limit value. It is importantto stress
that even then the detection limit refers to a pure aqueous solution of the analyte; if
the samples contain appreciable quantities of matrix elements (eg estuary samples),the
detection limit can be significantly degraded. If the samples require background correction (whether automatically or manually performed) this can result in a degradation
in detection limit when compared to the non-background corrected value. In fact for
routine analyses of typical non-saline waters by inexperienced staff the above points
should be carefully considered when assessingrealistic working detection limits. They
should also be borne in mind when purchasing a new instrument, and any
quoted
detectionlimit valuesshould bemultipliedby asuitable factor.
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5.3 PrecisionofMeasurement(Repeatability)

This is usually defined as the standard within batch relative standard deviation when a
given sample or standard solution is nebulized a number of times (10 or more). For
concentrations greater than 20 times the (465a) detection limit, the repeatability is
usuallybetween05 and2%.
5.4 Selections ofOperatingParameters
5.4.1 Hollow CathodeLamp Current

All lamps have a recommended maximum operating current which should never be
exceeded. For routine flame work, lamp currents of 30—60% of the maximum current
Tating are typically used. For volatile elements such as arsenic, cadmium, seleniumand
zinc the sensitivityand linearity of the calibration graph can be markedly dependent

upon the lamp current, both parameters exhibiting marked degradation at high lamp
currents (see 3.1.1). Most lamp manufacturers give both a recommended operating
current as well as a maximum operating current and operating at this former value will
usuallygivesatisfactoryresults.
5.4.2 MonochromatorSpectralBandpass

Themonochromatorspectral bandpass is normallyselected so that the desiredresonance
line is resolved from all other adjacent lines. Thus it would appear that a single small
spectralbandpass of about 0 2nm. would be ideal forall elements.However theintensity
ofsome elementlines is relativelylow so thatif a narrow slitwidth was alwaysemployed
the detection limit for some lines would be degraded because of the high noise level
associated with the low intensity of the radiation reaching the photomultiplier. This is
particularlynoticeable in the far ultraviolet region of the spectrum below 220nm. Most
instrument handbooks recommend suitable spectral bandpasses for the lines listed in
AppendixA.
5.4.3

Choice ofFlame Conditions

The optimum support gas (air or nitrous oxide) flow rate is normally specifiedby the
manufacturer and always set to this value. Thus the flame conditions are varied by
changing the acetylene flow rate. For the majority ofelementsthat are routinely determined in the air-acetyleneflame the response is not very dependent upon the acetylene
flow rate and this is adjusted to give a stoichiometric flame. This can be achieved by
turning the acetylene flow down until the flame starts to lift off the burner and then
increasingthe acetyleneflow by 10—30%. For elements with lines below 240nm a better
approach is to adjust the acetylene flow for maximum transmission oflight (minimum
absorbance)whilstnebulizingdeionizedwater.

Elements that form refractory oxides require fuel rich, for calcium, or even luminous,
for chromium and molybdenum, air-acetylene flames in order to achieve maximum
sensitivity.Underthese conditions severecalibration problems can be experiencedwith
chromium (seeAppendixB, SectionB9).

Theacetyleneflow rate has a farmorecritical effect on the response ofelements normally
determined in the nitrous oxide-acetylene flame. It is essential to optimize carefully
the acetyleneflow rate whilst nebulizinga suitable solution of the analyte. For elements
that require very fuel rich flames, such as silicon and titanium, it is often better to set
the acetylene flow rate slightly below the optimum response setting. Although this will
result in a small reduction in sensitivitythe rate at which carbon forms along the burner
slot will be considerablyreduced. Ifappreciablecarbonization ofthe burnerslot occurs
theflameshould beshutdown and theburnerslot gentlyscraped clean.
5.4.4 BurnerHeightSetting

For most elements routinely determined in the air-acetyleneflame the response is not
very dependent upon the burner height setting. The burner height is normally set so
that without a flame theburnergridjust begins to intercept the light beam. This can be
achievedby fully loweringthe burnerand then slowly raising it until an absolute absorbance reading of 001 is obtained. For elements that form refractory oxides, such as
calcium, chromium and molybdenum, a lower setting is better. The author has found
that a more stable response and a more nearly linear calibration graph is observed for
iron if the burner is lowered slightly from the grazing incidence position and a fuel
lean flame is used*: With the nitrous oxide-acetylene flame the burner height setting is
more critical and this should be optimized whilst nebulizing a solution of the analyte.
It is important to appreciate that the optimum acetylene flow often is markedly
dependent upon the burner height setting.
5.4.5

Construction ofCalibrationGraph

When setting up a newmethod it is goodpractice to run a range ofstandard solutions.
Although many instruments only require three or even two standards in order to set up
a linear calibration graph (see 3.5.5) this should be checked using a range (at least five)
standard solutions(seeAppendixB, SectionB9).
Oncethe calibration graphhas been establishedrecalibration during aruncan beachieved
bysimplynebulizingthetop standardsolution.

* See Appendix B, section BlO.

Whenevera new method is adopted itis a wise precaution to analysea number oftypical
samplesusing the standard addition technique(9' 14) and compare the resultswith those
obtained using a calibration graph. If significant differences are observed the method
is prone to interelement effects and requires further investigation before it is suitable
for routine analysis. It should be noted that even if the standard addition technique and
calibration graph results agree this does not indicate that all the naturally occurring
analytecontainedin the originalsamplehasbeenrecovered(see7.4.2and 7.4.3).
5.5 RoutineMaintenance
Atomic absorption instruments require little user maintenance. The most important
task is to clean out the burnerhead and spraychamber at the end of each day (or even
eachrun ifthe samplescontain largequantities ofdissolvedsolids). Itis also advisable to
nebulize deionized water for 5—10 minutes prior to shutting down the flame in order to
wash the nebulizer and impact ball. The burner head should be washed out with hot
water, then with deionizedwater and finally rinsedwith acetone to remove water from
the slot. Anycarbonisation ofthe nitrous oxide-acetyleneburnerslot should be removed
by gentle scraping using a suitable feeler gauge. The spray chamber can usually be
cleaned using deionized water from a wash bottle. For stubborn deposits or encrustations the burner and spray chamber can be immersed in a hot solution of laboratory
detergent for a few hours. It is essential to rinse thoroughly both items prior to reassemblyotherwisereduced surface tension could result inerroneousresults (see6.2.2).
Always ensure that the water trap (connected to the drain tube of the spray chamber is
filled and is not cloggedwith precipitated solids. It is also worthwhilechecking that the
spray chamber can freely drain and that there are no obstructions or kinksin the tube
connecting the spray chamber to the waste trap. If poor drainage occurs a gurgling
sound can be heard from the spray chamber. Theplastic waste collectionvessel should be
regularly emptied. Accessible lenses and the end windows of hollow-cathode lamps
should be occasionallycleaned using lens cleaning tissues. Some instruments are fitted
with front surfaced aluminizedmirrors andthese must not be cleaned unless they have
been speciallycoated and the manufacturer gives specific directions for this operation.
Thecleaningofmonochromator optics (ifrequired) should be left to the manufacturer.
Regularchecksfor gas leaks atalljointsshouldbemade usingsoapsolution.
5.6

FaultFinding

Somecommom symptonsand possiblecausesare givenbelow.
PossibleCauses

Symptom
Lamp will

notlight

Lamp workingbutno readout

Noisy signalwithno flame

Noisy signal with flame alight
andnebulizingdeionizedwater
Noisy signal when nebulizing
standards

Burntoutlamp
Electronicfault
Obstructionin lightpath
Lampincorrectlyaligned
Incorrect operatingmode
Wavelengthincorrectlyselected
Unstablelampoutput
Wronglampcurrent orspectralbandpass
Lamp incorrectlyaligned
Dirty optics (especially noticeable at wavelengths
below220nm)
Burner and/or spray chamber contaminated with
analyte
Burner incorrectlyaligned
Impactbeadbadly aligned
Nebulizerpartially blocked
Badly fitting plastic capillary uptake tubing to
nebulizer
Faulty nebulizer
Unstable supportgas supplypressure
Liquid build up in spray chamber resulting in poor
drainage(Checkforobstruction)
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Symptom

PossibleCauses

Low sensitivity

Impact leadbadly aligned
Variablenebulizerset to non-optimizeduptakerate
Partiallyblockednebulizer
Burner incorrectlyaligned
Incorrectburnerheight
Incorrectgasflowrates
Spectralbandpasstoo large
Lamp current toohigh
Wrong wavelength setting (less sensitive line being
used)

Contaminatedblanksolution

6 Interference

Ragged irregularflame

Burner slotpartially blocked

Slow changein sensitivity

Acetone carry over fromacetylenecylinder operating
atacylinderpressurebelow52OkPa(75psig)
Slightchangesingas flowrates
Encrustation forming around end of nebulizer from
solutionswith highdissolvedsolids
Slow blockagebuildingupinnebulizercapillary
Nitrous oxidecylinderheadicing up
Encrustationsforminginburnerslot
Carbonizationofnitrous oxide acetylene burner

Excessive baseline drift

Monochromator wavelengthsetting drifting as unit
warms up. This can be a problem with very small
(ie nearminimum)spectralbandpass settings
Unstablelampoutput
Slow change in gas flow rates (eg cylinder nearing
exhaustion)

6.1 General

Effects in Atomic Abrief surveyoftheearly literature could easily leadthe newcomerto atomic absorption
Absorption
spectrophotometry into believing that this analytical technique is almost free from
Spectrophotointerferenceeffects.Withthe increase ofinterest, awiderrange ofapplicationswas studied
metry
and consequentlymany more interference problems were encountered. However most
interferences, especially in water analysis, can be overcome by the use of simple techniques.
Interferencesencounteredin atomic absorption spectroscopycan be placed in one ofthe
followingcategories:
A. Physical Interferences
a. Spectraloverlapofatomic line profiles

b. Surfacetensionvariations
c. Viscosity or bulk matrix variations

d. Solutiontemperature variations
e. Variationin thecompositionofthesolvent
f. Overloadofthe phase sensitive amplifiercaused by intense emissionfrom the flame
spectrumand/or samplematrixemission
g. Ionization
B. Non-specific BackgroundAbsorption
C. ChemicalInterferences (Stablecompoundorsolute vaporizationinterferences)

The majority of difficulties that the water analyst can expect to encounter using flame
analysis arise from background (non-specific) absorption, ionization, viscosity and
chemicalinterferences.
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6.2 PhysicalInterferences
6.2.1 Spectral Overlap ofAtomic LineProfiles

It can safely be said that this form of interference is no practical significance in atomic
absorption spectroscopy(5)•
SurfaceTension Variations
This effect should not be significantin most water industry analyses.If sample beakers
arewashedwith detergent,thentheyshould bethoroughlyrinsedpriorto drying.
6.2.2

6.2.3

Viscosityor BulkMatrix Variations

This effect is caused by variation in the rate of nebulization with change in viscosity
with increasingmatrix concentration. Thus the sensitivityfor a given elementin distilled
water will often befoundto decreasein the presence ofa significantamount ofa mineral
acid. For most applications in the water industry this effect is not very significant,but
it can be observed with seawater or estuary analyses and possibly if the concentration
by evaporation techniqueis used. It is importantthat any reagents used in the sample
preparation stage, such as mineral acids, lanthanum chloride or potassium chloride,
must be present in the standards at the same concentration as in the samples. It can be
overcome by using matching standards, calibration by the standard addition technique
or solvent extraction of the cation(s) to be determined from the interfering matrix
(see 7.4). Ifthis type ofinterferenceis observed, a check should be made for non-specific
backgroundabsorption.
6.2.4 SolutionTemperatureVariation

The dependenceof the response versus temperature for most elementsis not too critical
(eg typically a 25—50% increasein sensitivityis observedifthe temperature is increased
from 20—90°C). Thevariation is thoughtto be insignificantfor temperature changes of
±3°C for most applications. However if sample pre-treatment requires boiling the
solution it must beallowedto cool priortomeasurement.
6.2.5

Variation in the Composition oftheSolvent

This will cause an effectnot only because of surface tension andviscosity changes (see
above) which result in a changed sample uptakerate but also will affect the distribution
of the droplets within the spraychamber. Most organic solvents are morevolatile than
water, andhave a lower latent heat of vaporization. The droplets produced by the nebulizer will tend to evaporate more on theirjourneyfrom the nebulizerto the flame anda
greater proportion of these small droplets willreachthe flame. Thus the enchancement
in the signal when organic solvents are nebulized is caused by the increased sample
uptake rateanda larger proportion ofsmalldroplets that reachthe flame.
6.2.6 OverloadofthePhase Sensitive Amp4fier
All atomic absorption instruments have detection systems that, in principle, will not
respond to emissionfrom the flame or sample matrix. Howeverifa low intensity source
is used in a region of high flame background, the intense emission will result in an increased noise level andin extreme cases can cause erroneous signals. A good example
ofthis can be demonstrated by trying to determine aluminium using the nitrous oxideacetylene flame at 3092nm (this being a wavelengthregion of very intense flame background emission) with a low lamp current (for example, 3mA) and a large spectral
bandpass (for example, I .Onm). The effectis negligible formostelementsifthe manufacturer's operating instructions are followed. If this form of interference is suspected
the lamp current should be increased and the spectral bandpass decreased. The only
common exampleofthis form ofinterferenceusingflame techniquesis the determination
ofbarium in thepresence ofcalciumusing thenitrousoxide-acetyleneflame.Theintense
thermal emissionfrom CaOH species at the 5536nm barium resonance line wavelength
can overload the phase sensitive amplifier for calcium levels above 500—1000mg/litre
and result invery noisyerratic signals.(AppendixB, SectionB4).

It should be stressed that this form of interference can be observed in electrothermal

flameless atomization (see83) when measuringatwavelengthsabove 320nm. Itis caused

by the intense black bodyemissionfromthe graphite tube or rod. Itis essentialtherefore
to optimisearefu1lythe tube or rod position so that the detector does notdirectly view
thegraphitesurface.
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6.2.7 Ionization

Ionization occurs in high temperature flames such as the air-acetylene and nitrous
oxide-acetylene flames, and affects elements with relatively low ionization potentials;
such elementsinclude barium, caesium, calcium, lithium, rubidium, sodium and strontium. However,in the hotternitrous oxide-acetyleneflame it is significantfor a number
of other elementsas wellt15), aluminium, chromium,magnesium,titanium andvanadium.
The higher the flame temperature the morethe equilibriumexistingbetweenfree atoms
andions is shiftedtowardstheionicstates.

MaM+ +e
Theeffectis characterizedby thecalibration curve bending away from the concentration
axis (Figure 12). This is because as the concentration of the metal to be determined
increases, the ratio of ground state atoms to ions also increases (Law of Mass Action)
until at higher concentrations the effect becomes less noticeable. (Note, the resonance
radiation will only be absorbedby ground stateatoms and not by ions). The interference
is overcome by the addition of an ionization buffer to the sample solution. This buffer
is another easily ionizable metal andone that will ionize preferentiallyto the one being
determined. Na and K (as chlorides) in concentrations of 1000—2000nj&Ilitre are commonly used.

a,

C
a,

0

'a
-a

Element Concentration

Figure 12 Calibration graph showingthe effect ofionization
A. Inthepresenceofanionizationsuppressant
B. Intheabsenceof an ionization suppressant
6.3 Non-SpecificBackgroundAbsorption

Backgroundabsorption, often called scatter or molecular absorption, is an interference
phenomenon caused by absorbance of the resonance line by molecular species formed
in the flame from the sample matrix(10 11)• This interferenceis analagous to turbidity
in molecular spectroscopy and although it is more pronounced at low wavelengths,
commonly below about 350nm, it can be observed at all wavelengths.The background
absorbance also increases proportionally to an increase in the concentration of a given
matrix in the sample solution. Whenever a new type of analysis is to be performed a
checkfor backgroundabsorption should bemade.

In a cool flame, molecular absorption tends to be more pronounced than with a hot

flame; the nitrous oxide-acetylene flamewill more completelyvaporize the solid particles
and dissociatemolecular species present in the flamethan the cooler air-acetyleneflame.
The background absorption signal from a given matrix is independent of the analyte
concentrationand thus the relative error from non-correctionof background absorption
increasesasthe analyte concentrationdecreases.
6.3.1 MethodsofOvercoming BackgroundAbsorption
6.3.1 (a) Chemical

A simple method is to prepare a blank solution containing the same matrix as present
in the samples, so producing the same amount of background absorption which can
readily be measured and subtracted from the sample values. However for this to work,
one must first know accurately the matrix composition and ensure purity of matrix
reagents. An alternative would be to use the hotter nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame in
place of the air-acetyleneflame, but this in turn may introduce other interferencessuch
as ionizationaswellas markedlydegradingtheanalyticalsensitivity.
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(b) Instrumental
Thesemethods are all based on the fact that background absorption occurs over a wider

range than that used for atomic absorption, and will equally affect the
radiation from any source at the particular wavelength (see 3.6). It is thereforepossible
to measurethe degreeofinterferenceat a nearby non-absorbing wavelength, andsubtract
it fromthe value obtained at the resonancewavelength. However this techniquecanlead
to errors. Since the degree of interference changes with wavelength, unless the nonabsorbing wavelengthis very close (± 2nrn) to the absorbing wavelength,the degree of
interference can be different. A more accurate method for wavelengthsbelow 35Onin
is to use a deuterium or hydrogen hollow-cathode lamp to measure the background
absorption at the same wavelength setting as the resonance line. Many instruments
willperform this operation automatically(see3.6).
wavelength

At wavelengths above 350nm the relatively low light intensity obtained from most
hydrogen or deuterium lamps results in a signal with a high noise level when automatic
background correction is employed.In these cases non-automatic (sequential)correction
usingnearbynon-absorbinglinesis recommended(14)

a

Whenperforming anytracelevelanalysis, check for non-specific backgroundabsorption

should always be made. This is especiallyimportant ifthe concentrationby evaporation
technique is used (see 7.4). The main elementsin non-saline water analysis responsible
for this background absorption are calcium, magnesium and sodium. Normally, any
sample that gives a significantbackground absorption signal will result in an intense
visible coloration of the flame from the sodium and calcium present. In order to give
the reader some indication of typical levels of background absorption, some values
that were obtained on two different manufacturers' instruments are given in Table 3;
they were measured at the lead (217Onm), the cobalt (2407nm) and the copper
(324 7nm) wavelengthsusinga deuterium hollow-cathodelamp. All values are expressed
as mg/litre ofthe appropriate elementwith both instruments optimized for measurement
of eachelement. The background absorption for a given matrix varies with wavelength
and ingeneralis less significantatwavelengthsabove 300nm.
Table 3 Typical Background Absorption Signals
Element* Concentration of

element
mg/litre
Instrument

Ca

Mg
Na

*

n

Background absorption signal expressed as analyte
concentratio (mg/litre)

Pb2170nm Co2407nm Pb 283 •3um Cu3247nni
1

2

2

1

2

095 l30 l20

20,000

160 210

070

20,000
20,000

048 120
032 061

025 040
048 10

1

185 185
051 135

1

2

014 Oil
009 012
0'08 012

Present as chlorides

** Measuredwith a deuterium hollow-cathode
lamp

The background absorption signal (expressed as an analyte concentration) is dfrectly
proportional to the matrix concentration. Table 3 shows that for typical non-saline
water samples the characteristic background absorption signals are likely to be very
small, but that for samples that are concentrated by evaporation they will almost certainly be significant. It can be seen that the relative background absorption signals do
vary from instrument to instrument and this is probably due to differing light beam
geometriesthrough the flameas wellas slight differences inflameconditions.

It should also be noted that high concentrations (greater than 1M) of nitric acid and

especiallysulphuric acidcan result in significantly raised background absorption signals
at wavelengths below 250nm(l4). This effect is not observed with hydrochloric acid
evenat the 5M level.
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6.4 ChemicalInterferences (also referredto as Solute VaporizationInterferences)

These are by far the most frequently encountered interferencesin atomic absorption
spectroscopy.Basically, a chemicalinterference effect is observed when a matrix constituent enhances or suppresses the formation of ground state atoms in the flame. A
common exampleis the interferenceproduced by aluminium, silicates and phosphates
in the determination of magnesium, calcium, strontium, and many othermetals in the
air-acetyleneflame. This is due to the formation of low volatility aluminates, silicates
and phosphates which, in many instances, are only poorly atomized in the flame (see
Figure 8). In order to overcomethis type of interference,two techniquesare used, both
of which release the element under investigation. The first, seldom used now, relies
upon the formation of a complexcompound of the analyte that will leadto the release
oftheanalyte elementby the preferentialformation ofan easily atomizedcomplex.Thus
a chelate such as EDTA canbeadded to complextheanalyte thus preventingits associationwith an anion that could leadto theformation ofa refractory involatile compound
in the flame. Alternatively,a reagent can be addedthat will preferentially form a compound with the interferinganion againleading to the release ofthe cation,egthe addition
of an excess of lanthanum chloride to solutions of calcium containing the phosphate
anion. The calcium is 'released' due to the preferential formationof lanthanum phosphate. This latter techniqueis the most commonlyemployedtechnique used to minimize
chemicalinterferences. Alternatively,most common chemical interference effects may
be overcomeby using the nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame, but for manyelements (eg Cr)
this resultsinasignificantdeteriorationin the detectionlimit.

The most common chemical interference effects in the air-acetylene flame that the
water analystwill haveto dealwith are:
1.

2. The effect of various substances on chromium absorption and the effect of the
chromiumvalencestate.

The first effect can be overcome by the addition of l,00G-2,000 mg/litre of lanthanum
(as chloride)to allsolutions, standards and blanks. Thesecond effectsmay be minimized
by working with a just non-luminousflame rather than a highly luminous flame (however this reduces the analytical sensitivity about 25 times) and the incorporation of
2% rn/V ammonium chloride(18 or ammoniurnperchiorateC17) into the final solution.
The following elements are subject to minimal chemical interference effects in the
air-acetyleneflamewhenpresent in nitrate orchloridemedia:
Bismuth,cadmium, cobalt, copper, lead, lithium, nickel, silver, sodium andzinc.

7 Applications
in the Water
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Depression of the signal by phosphate, silicate, sulphate and aluminium in the
determinationofcalciumand, to amuch lesserextent, magnesium.

lndustr"

7.1 StorageandPreservationofthe Sample

The sample should be stored in a suitable polyethylene or polypropylene container
fitted with polyethylene or polypropylene screw caps. These caps should not contain

cardboard liners. Some thermosetting plastic screw caps contain substantial quantities
of zinc and significant levels of some other metals and should be avoided. Ideally the
containers should always be rinsed out with diluteacid (HNO3 or I1CI) prior to sample
collection,Ifa filtered sample is required this should be filtered using a standard membrane filter with a known pore size either at the time ofsampling or as soon as possible
after taking the sample. It is a good idea to prewash the membrane filters with IM
nitric acid(l8. The samples should be acidifiedwith nitric or hydrochloric acideither at
the time of sampling or as soon as possible after sampling.A final concentration of
0'2— 1 % V/Vis suitable.

For ultra trace level work (at concentrationsbelow 10tgJlitre)polyethylene,polypropylene or polytetrafluoroethylenecontainers that have been soaked in 5—10% V/V acid
should always be used. These containers should be reserved solely for this type of
work.

Specialprecautionsare required for the preservation oftrace levels ofmercury (sec 8.1).

7.2 SamplePretreatmentTechniques
7.2.1 Natural Waters, Supply Waters, Sewage, Final Effluent Samples
Wastes

and Some Trade

It is common practice simplyto acidify an aliquot of the sample with nitric orhydrochloric acid so that the finalacid concentration is about 1%v/v (lml of the concen-

trated acid per lOOm! sample). The acidified sample is gently boiled for 3 — 5 minutes,
cooledandmadeup to the original volumewithdeionizedwater. Standards are prepared
in I %V/V ofthe appropriate acid.
Note. Care should be exercised when acidifying unknown trade wastes as these can
contain appreciablequantities ofsulphideor cyanide.
7.2.2

SludgeAnalysis
Numerous digestion techniques involving a wide range of reagents have been recommended for this analysis,('9) — (23) the author and co-worker(23) have found that a
simple 15 minute nitric acid digestion in a 50m1 calibrated test tube gives effectively
full recovery of Cd, Cu, Cr, Ni, Pb and Zn in a wide range of sewage sludges when
compared to a standard nitric-perchloricacid digestion technique. However the latter
digestiontechniquegavesomewhathighervaluesforbarium and iron. Rees andHilton(21)
have recommended digestion with hydrochloricacid and 30%m/m hydrogen peroxide
andfoundgoodagreementwith conventionalwetdigestionmethods.
Although in principle the highly sensitive technique of flameless electrothermal atomization might appear attractive (see Appendix D) in practice the relatively high concentrations of metals of interest makes this procedure inconvenient and time consuming
whencompared to conventionalflame analysis.
7.2.3 Miscellaneous Samples (Animal tissue,planttissueandsedimentanalysis)
The previous technique(23) where the dried homogenizedsample is digestedwith nitric
acid in a 50m1 calibrated tube has been found eminently suitable for these analyses
using 0 5—2 5g of the well homogenized sample dried to constant weight at 105°C.
Any floating fat residues from tissue samples can be removed by shaking the final
diluted extract with 3—Sm!ofchloroformandnebulizingtheupperaqueous layer.

Alternatively, conventional digestion techniques using nitric-perchloric acid,(24' 25)
nitric-sulphuric acid,(24) nitric acid-hydrogen peroxide(26) or sulphuric acid-hydrogen
peroxide(27) can be used. It should be stressedthat the use of sulphuricacidcan result
in low leadrecoveriesand increased chemicalinterferenceeffects (see 6.4). For samples
containing a siliceous matrix the above digestion techniques will not release all the
naturally occurring elements finnly bound within the siliceous matrix. If a true total
result is required alternative dissolution techniques are required to dissolve the
siliceous matrix. A common techniqueinvolves the use ofnitric-perchioric-hydrofluoric
acids(9' 14, 23, 28) However it should be stressed that elements firmly bound in a
siliceous matrix are notnormallyofphysiologicalsignificance.
7.3 MeasurementTechniques

Measurementscan either be takenin the direct readoutmode on a meter, digital display
or a chartrecorder, andthen visuallyaveraged by the operator. For this procedure the
output should have some degree of electronic damping applied; a time constant of
0•3—0•6s is normally satisfactory. This technique can lead to operator errors especially
when working at high levels ofscale expansion becauseof errors in averaging the noise
level associated with the signal. A much better technique is to integrate the signal for
a fixed period (typically 3—5s) and then a steady signal is obtained at the end of the
integration period. For automatic operation (see 3.8) this technique should always be
used becauseitgreatly aids subsequentdata handling.
Appendix A gives the wavelength, the flame system, an indication of the characteristic concentration (sensitivity for 1 % absorption) and the expected detection limit
range for the more commonlydeterminedelements.
Appendix B contains some additional analytical information for certain elements
whereproblemscanoften beencountered.
Appendix C lists some approved DOE methods for water analysis which have been
published so far together with a brief descriptionof eachmethod, an indication of the
expecteddetection limit andthe range ofapplicabilityofthe method.
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7.4 PreconcentrationTechniques

Often the limit of detection using conventional flame atomic absorption techniques
is not adequate to determine accurately elements at concentrations around the levels
of interest in drinking waters, Thus, if flame techniques are to be used, some form of
preconcentration is required. The main preconcentration techniques are summarized
below.
7.4.1

Concentration byEvaporation

A suitablevolume (typically200m1) of thesample is acidifiedwith nitric or hydrochloric
acid so that the final acid concentration is I % V/Vwith. respect to the concentrated
acid. The sample is then evaporated to a volume l0=-l5ml and quantitatively transferred to a 2Oinl graduated flask. Standards are prepared in 10%V/Vofthe appropriate
acid; this should minimize any variation in surface tension and/or viscosity of the
evaporated samples. It is essantialto use background correction becauseofthe increased
matrix concentration in the final nebulizedsolution. Severeabsorption losses can occur
if thebeakersboildryduring the evaporationstep. Theabsorbedmaterial(especially iron)
is very difficult to de-sorb and even prolonged simmeringwith nitric acid (70% rn/rn)
does not always remove all the absorbed material from the beaker. Chemical interference effects for cadmium, cobalt, copper, iron, lead, nickel and zinc were found
by the author not to be very significantfor most natural water samplesbut the addition
of ammoniuin perchlorate (2% m/V) was required to overcome the severe chemical
interferenceeffects observedwithchromium(17)

Themain advantagesof the concentration by evaporation technique are that it is relatively simple, itrequires the minimumofreagents whichconsequentlyresultsin negligible
blank levels, it gives a 5—10 fold improvement in detection limit, and it is applicable
to all elements that can be determined by atomic absorption. Its main disadvantages
arethat backgroundcorrectionmustalways beused, andthe techniquecannotbe applied
to seawater or estuary samples because of the very high dissolved solids content of the
final solution. The original sample should have an electrical conductivitybelow about
2000jtScm1.
7.4.2 SolventExtraction

A suitable metal complex forming reagent is added to the sample and the resulting
metal complexis extracted into a small volume of organic solvent. Typicallyextraction
volume ratios (samplevolume to organic solvent volume) of l0-==20 are used. The sensitivity is increased not only by the extraction volume ratio but also by the enhanced
rate ofnebulizationofthe organicsolvent(typically2—3times).
The most commonlyused complexforming reagent is ammonium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (APDC) whilst the most commonly used extraction solvent is 4 — methylpentan—2—one (also known as methylisobutylketone, MIBK)(9 14), (2931) The
followingmetals can be quantitativelyextracted Ag, Cd, Co, Cr"1, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb and
Zn under optimized conditions. The Department of the Environment have published
recommendedmethods for cadmiumC29)and lead(30) usingthis technique. For adetailed
appraisal ofthe uses of solvent extraction in atomic absorption the reader is referredto
the treatise by Cresser(31). An important pointthat is often overlookedis that the blank
nebulizedsolvent should always be saturated with water. This will ensure that at wavelengths below 250nm no significantdifference in the baselinelevel between a true blank
solution taken through the extraction procedure and the nebulized solvent will be
observed. This difference will not be observed if automatic background correction is
employed. Direct extraction of the trace metals present in river waters and sewage
final effluents often gives poor recoveries because of the interaction, (such as complex
formation orabsorption), betweenthe trace metals andnaturalconstituents ofthe sample
so that the predigestion by boiling with acid is essential. The main advantages ofthe
solventextraction techniquesare that for carefully selectedextraction conditions it can
be applied to a numberof elements, it is applicable to seawater and estuary samples
and background correction -is not essential. The main disadvantages are that it is
relatively time consuming, especially if predigestion and accurate control of the p1=1 is
required, that blanks can be significantandvariable, and interelernent effects can result
in a significantly reduced efficiency ofextraction of the analytefrom the sample solution
into the organic solvent. A good example of this latter effect is the marked reduction
in the extraction efficiency oftrace levels of nickelusingAPDC/MIBK at copper levels
above 1mg/litre inthe analytesolution(32).

7.4.3 Ion Exchange

Chelatingresins have been used to concentrate a range of elementsfrom naturalwater
samples(3335).The samplesarenonnally predigestedto releasethe metalsfrom naturally
occurring substances(see7.4.2) and then the buffered digested sampleis passed through
a column of the resin and subsequentlyeluted using a small volume of a suitable acidic
solution.

The main advantagesofthe ion exchangetechnique are that largeconcentrationfactors
(up to about 100 times) can be obtained and it is directly applicable to seawater and
estuary samples. The main disadvantagesare that it is relatively time consuming compared to the concentration by evaporation or solvent extraction techniques, blanks
can be significantand variable, especially ifpredigestionis required, and that chromium
cannot readily be determined simultaneously with the other routinely determined
toxicmetals(36).

8 Complementary

Atomic
Absorption

Techniques

Although preconcentration techniques can be used to improve the sensitivity for a
large number of elements (see 7.4), these techniques have several drawbacks; they can
be time-consuming;theycan cause variable blanks;and they are not readily applicable
to some elements (eg arsenic, mercury and selenium). There are now commercially
available accessories for atomic absorption instruments that allow many elements to
be determined without preconcentration at low levels using complementary atomic
absorption techniques.

TheMercuryColdVapourTechnique
Mercury is rarely determined using direct nebulization into the air-acetylene flame
because of the poor detection limit (04—lmgflitre). Fortunately, elemental mercury
has an appreciable vapour pressure at room temperature and exists as a monatomic
vapour. Thus ifa solution containingtrace levelsofionicmercury is reducedto elemental
mercury using stannous chloride andair or nitrogen bubbled through the solution the
mercury will be rapidly volatilized in the gas stream. Then by passing the gas stream
containing the mercury vapour through an absorption cell and monitoring the absorption at 253•7nm, low levels ofmercury can be determined(37). The typical instrumental
set-up is depicted in Figure 13. The lightbulb placed above the absorption cell prevents
8.1

waste

monochromator
window

detector

electronics
mercury hollow-cathode

readout

lamp

or air

sample + stannous chloride

Figure 13 Diagrammatic representationofthe mercurycoldvapourtechnique
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condensation on the cell windows. A typical 65° detection limit is 2—lOng mercury
which for a typical 5Ornl sample volume corresponds to a mercury concentration of
O04-0 2j.tg/litre in the original sample solution. For very low mercury levels
cold
vapour atomic fluorescence technique can be used and gives an improvement in detection limit of about ten times(38). A problem in the determination of mercury is that
organomercurialcompounds(eg methyl mercuric chloride, phenyl mercuric acetate etc)
are not reduced by stannous chloride and consequentlyrequire more vigorous digestion
to produce ionic mercury prior to the stannous chloride reduction step. Various digestion reagents have been recommended,including prolonged digestion with potassium
permanganate(39), prolonged digestion with potassium permanganate-potassium
persulphate(40), digestion for ten minutes with brominet41) (generated by the addition
of potassium bromide and potassium bromate to the acidified sample). The DOE has
published a recommendedmethod for determining total mercury in non-saline waters
and effluents where the acidified sample is digested with potassium permanganate at
70°Cforsevenhours priorto the stannous chloridereduction(42) (seeAppendixC).

tb

Sample preservation is a very important consideration and trace levels ofmercury can
be lost from acidic solutions. Various sample preservatives(which maintain oxidizing
conditions) have been recommended,namelypotassium dichromate(42. 43), brominc(41)
and frequent aeration of the sample(44). Glass bottles are to be preferred to plastic
bottles forthis analysis(42).
8.2 HydrideGeneration Techniques

A number of elements,arsenic, antimony, bismuth,germanium,selenium,tellurium and
tin, form volatilehydrideswhen an acidic solution of theelement reacts witha solution
of sodium borohydride. The liberated hydride is carried by a stream of nitrogen either

into a nitrogen-hydrogen-entrainedair flame45) or preferably into a flame heated(46)
or electrically heated silica tube(47). The technique is depicted in Figure 14. The basic
operating procedure is that some sodium borohydride solution is added to the glass
cell and an aliquot of the suitably acidified sample is rapidly injected through the side
arm,the hydride is instantly formed and is carried by thecarriergas to theheatedsilica
tube.

flame or electrically heatecFèilica tube
(typically 150mm length 8mm internal diameter)

PVC

tubing

nitrogen

pipette tip containing sample

sodium

magnetic stirrer

Figure14 Diagrammatic representationof hydride generation technique using a
heated silica tube toatomizethe hydride

Thetechniqueis very sensitive;typical(4 65°) detection limitsin pure solution of0001—
o.005mg/litrearereadily obtained for As, Bi, Sb,Se, Sn and Te. Themain disadvantage
of the technique is that interelement effects can be very severe(48) and consequently
calibration by standard addition is often necessary. Significant amounts of elements
such as copper, silver, gold etc which are easily reduced by sodium borohydride are
particularly prone to cause interference.Another important point is that the response
is dependent upon the analyte oxidation state. Arsenic and antimony should be in the
whilst it is essential that selenium and tellurium must be in the
(III) state(46'
state
to
the
sodium borohydride reduction step(14. "s' 4)• An automatic
(IV)
prior
method for the direct determination of lead in natural waters with a 65 detection
limit of 0.25.tg/litrehas been reported.(50) It was found that for efficientfonnationof
lead hydride, the hydrogen peroxide had to be added to the analyte solution prior to
the sodium borohydride reduction step. The reagents concentrations were very critical
andinterelementeffects were minimized(but not completelyeliminated)by the addition
ofasolution containingcitricacidand potassiumcyanide(50).

')
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8.3 Flameless ElectrothermalAtomization

The sensitivityofconventionalflame techniquesis limited by the fact that only 5—15%
of the nebulized sample reaches the flame whereupon it immediately undergoes considerable dilution by the flame gases. For example, a typical nebulizer may have a
sample uptake rate of 4m1/min of which 0 4m1/min will reach the flame. A typical
air-acetyleneflame will consume about 10 litres/mm of flame gases. Thus the sample
is effectively diluted about 25,000 times. If an aliquot of the analyte solution were
evaporated to dryness and the residue were to be rapidly vaporized and atomized a
largeincreasein sensitivitywould be expected. This can be achieved by adding a small
volume (typically2—50p1) ofthe sample to a graphite tube or rod maintained in an inert
atmosphere. A small controlled current is passed through the device to evaporate the
solvent, followedby a larger current to dry ash the sample withoutloss of analyte and
finally a much larger current heats the device to a suitable temperature to atomize
and vaporize the analyte. During this latter stage the transient atomic absorption
signal is monitored. Common forms of this type of device are depicted in Figure 15.
This techniqueresultsin a significantimprovementin detection limit for a large number
of elements(51); however, interelementeffects can be very severe and are very difficult
to predict. It is important to appreciate also that interelement effects can depend upon
both the age and the sample history of the graphite heating element(14' 52. 53' 54), A
goodexample of.this has been observedin the determination of leadand cadmium in
natural waters where calibration by the standard addition technique was considered
essential(55' 56) although, in fairness, it should be pointed out that methods for overcomingtheseeffectsandallowingdirectcalibrationhavebeenreported(57 9).
cavity
graphite rod atomizer
(typical sample volumes2—1Oxl)

miniature graphite tube atomizer (minl-Massmann)
typiàal sample volumes 5—20411)

sample Introductionhole

standard graphite tube atomizer (Massmann)
(typical sample volumes 10—100il)

light beam
Figure'15 Diagrammaticrepresentationofvarious typesofgraphite basedflame!ess
electrothermal atomization devices

For most elementsit is advisable to use automatic background correction (sec 3.6 and
6.3) becausenon-specific background absorption is much more significantin flameless
electrothermalatomization than in flameatomization. Calibration by standard addition
isoften essentialandthis canbe verytime consuming.

A typical electrothermal device can make 2O3O firings per hour and each analytical
measurementis normally made at leasttwice as rogue results are much more likely to
occur when using these devices than when using flames. For standardaddition measurements each sample is spiked with at least two different analyte concentrations, and
thus each analytical result requires duplicate firings from three samples (that is, the
sampleand the two spikedsamples)and this takes about 12 to 15minutes.

Pure solution detection limits should be viewed with caution as the sample matrix may
result in a significant degradation in the observed detection limits. This is especially
true for saline water analysis(64 67) where the matrix results in a severe degradationof
thepure solution detectionlimit for a number ofelements(especially cadmiumandlead).
Somerealisticdetectionlimitsfor non-salinewatersaregiven in AppendixD.
The number of operating parameters in electrothermal atomization is significantly
greater than in flame atomization (viz solent, dry ashing and atomization temperatures
and time settings, rate of heating during the atomization stage, nature and flow rate(s)
ofthe purgegas(es)etc).Tiieeproducibilityofmanually adding small volumes (2—5Otl)
of the samples and standards to the graphite heating element can significantly vary
from operator to operator. However, the use of automatic sampling devices caneffectivelyovercomethis problem. Withcareit is possibleto obtain accurate and reproducible
results for a number of elementsusing this technique, but considerablymore operator
skill is required in setting up the instrumental conditions than for conventional flame
analysis. The technique has been applied to the direct analysis of both non-saline
(55—63) and saline water samples(6467). For further literature referencesthe reader is
specificallyreferredto Refereñces( 14, 51, 68)

It is to be hoped that ultimately fiameless electrothermal atomization will be further
developedandrefined so that it can be used on a routine basis for the detennination
ofanumber ofelementsinnaturalwater samples.

8.4 Wavelength ScanningFlameEmissionSpectroscopy

Flame emission spectroscopywhere the monochromator is set to the analyte emission
wavelengthis often used to determine sodium, potassium and other alkali metals in
natural waters, using standard atomic absorption instruments and an air-acetylene
flame. hi fact sodium and potassium can even be satisfactorily determined using a
simplefilter flamephotometer andan air-natural gas flame. The sodium and potassium
signals from natural waters are normallysignificantly greater than the flamebackground
signal and few spectral interferencesare likely to be observed. Unfortunately this is
not the case with other elements in natural waters where the hotter nitrous oxideacetylene flame is required to excite a sufficient number of the analyte atoms to the
excitedstate(see2.3). At analytelevels aroundthe pure solution detection limit the emission signal from the analyte is only about 02—5 % of the intensity of the flame background emissionsignal. This flame background signal is very dependent on the sample
or blank solution uptake rate; if this uptake rate increases very slightlythe flame temperature will drop andthe flame background will increase significantly. Thus if a sample
solution has a slightly different viscosity or surface tension compared to the blank
solution, a significantchange in the flame background signal will be observedandthis
change will be attributed to a change in the analyte concentration with respect to the
blank. Another problem is that there are a number of broadmolecularbands emitted by
matrix elements, particularly calcium and magnesium, that can easily be mistaken
fortheanalyte.
This problem can be minimized by the use of the wavelengthscanning technique. The
wavelengthis set slightly below the analyte emission line wavelengthand is then slowly
scanned through the analyte emission wavelength using a synchronous electric motor
to rotate the wavelengthdrive mechanism while at the same time sprayingthe sample.
The maximum scan speed, time constantof the readout system andspectral bandpass
arelinked by thefollowingequation(14):
bandpass (nm)
= 60 x 4spectral
x
constant ofthe

Maximumscan speed(mn/mm)
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(time

readout system(s)

For trace level determination of elements in natural waters the conventional 50mm
path length nitrous oxide-acetylene burner is used. Normally the minimum spectral
bandpass is selected. In order to obtain realistic detection limits a spectral bandpass
of less than 0 3nin must be used becausethe flame background signal (which usually
determines the detection limit) is proportional to the square of the spectral bandpass
whilst the analyte signal is directly proportional to the spectral bandpass. The burner
height should be adjusted so that the detector does not view the very intense primary
reaction zone situated immediately above the burner slot and for most elements the
acetylene flow rate should be adjusted so that the flame background emission signal
isminimized.
Theauthor has foundthat a spectral bandpass of0•mm,a scan speed ofmm/mm and a
time constant of the readout system of 1 .5s are suitable for this type of analysis and
Figure 16 shows some typical traces for aluminium and thallium. Appendix E lists

01nm
spectral bandpass
1nm/mm
wavelengthscan rate
15s
output time constant
solutions contained05%v/v nitric acid
and 1000 mg/litre potassium
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3776nm TI line

tap water

+
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Wavelen9th (nm)
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Figure 16 Typical scanning wavelength flameemission traces
0 1 nm
spectralbandpass
1 nm/mm
wavelength scan rate

outputtimeconstant

1
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all solutions contained 0 5%v/vnitric acid and 1000mg/litrepotassium
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some flame emissionwavelengthsand gives an indication ofthe detection limits obtainable.Howeverit should be stressedthat flameemissiondetection limits are very dependentoftheresolution,stray lightcharacteristicsandlightthroughput ofthemonoebroniatot
as well as the stability of the flow control of the flamegases. (The stability of the flame
background signal is dependent upon the stability of the flame gas flow rates). Thus
considerable detection limit variations can be observed between different instruments.
These variations are not so pronounced in atomic absorption where the detection
limit is usually determined by the stability of the light source and fluctuations in the
transmissionpropertiesofthe flame.
Interelement effects are similar to those observed in atomic absorption (sec 6) but
spectral interferencesare more likely to occur (see 2.3). Flame emission is not suitable
for trace detection of elements such as antimony, arsenic, cadmium, lead, mercury,
selenium,tellurium andzincwith emission lines below about 300nm,becausethe temp.
erature of the nitrous oxide-acetylene flame is not high enough to excite a sufficient
number ofthe analyteatoms. (see2.3).

9 Some Potential

Future

A brief indication of some potential future developments in atomic absorption and
related techniquesisnowgiven.

Developments
Multielement Atomic Absorption

9.1

Simultaneousmultielement atomic absorption would appear to be an attractive technique, butthereare various problemsassociatedwith it, viz:
a.

It is difficult to accurately align more than two or three hollow-cathode lamps

so that their radiation passes along the flame axis coincident with the radiation
from the hydrogen lamprequired for automatic background correction. Although
multielement lamps can be used, this increases the complexity of the spectral
radiation reaching the detectors and can result in increased non-linearity of
calibrationgraphs.
b. Compromiseflame conditions and burner height settings have to be used. For
example chromium, iron and lead require different flame conditions andburner
height settingsfor optimumperformance.
c. The limited range of the calibration graph in atomic absorption would not allow

simultaneous determinations in natural waters of the macro-level elements
calcium, magnesiumand sodium with the trace level elements such as cadmium,
nickelandlead.

it would appear that simultaneous multielement atomic absorption is unlikely
to be commerciallydeveloped. To the best ofthe author's knowledgethere is no commercial instrumentation for multielement (four or more elements) atomic absorption.
Thus

There are a few dual element instruments that have two monochromators and allow
simultaneousdeterminationoftwo elements.

An alternative approach that utilizes rapid sequential measurement of a range of elements has recently been developed and uses a microprocessorcontrolled completely
automated atomicabsorption instrument<69.'.This unitwill selectthe appropriate hollowcathode lamp, select a chosen spectral bandpass, accurately set the wavelength, and
flameconditions, analysea set of samples containedin a speciallydesignedautosampler
and then select another lamp and repeat the procedure. Up to six elements can be
sequentiallydeterminedina of50samples inaperiod ofonehour.

st

9.2 Multielement Atomicfluorescence

Atomic fluorescenceis a techniquewhere the detector does not directly view the source
but monitors the fluorescence signal that results from the absorption of resonance
radiation from the source(70. The fluorescence signal is directly proportional to the
exciting resonance radiation intensity when non-laser sources are used. Conventional
flame atomic fluorescence usingmicrowave sources (see 3.1.1) has a number of drawbacks(14) and is seldom used in routine analysis. However now that scanning dye
lasers(9.70. 71) and frequencydoublers are commerciallyavailable this technique would

frequency
doubler

exiting radiation
scanning dye laser with
beam expandingtelescope

polychromator
(orscanning monochromator)
detector, electronics,readout

Figure 17 Diagrammatic representationofa multi-element atomicfluorescence
spectrophotometer
appearto have considerable potential andis depicted in Figure 17. A single source can

be used to excite a large numberof elements and a polychromator, or a synchronously
scanningmonochromator with its wavelengthdrive coupled to the dye laser wavelength
control, can be used to detectthe resulting fluorescence signals.
Calibrationgraphs are linearover a wideconcentrationrange.
9.3 Heated Spray Chamber

Only 5—15% of nebulized sample actually reaches the flame; the remainder simply
drains to waste from the spray chamber. Thus an obvious method of increasing the
atomic absorption sensitivityis to increase the amount of sample reaching the flame.
If the solution uptake rate of a conventional pneumatic nebulizer is increased much
above 6—8m1/min the sensitivitystarts to decrease. This is due to the fact that the mean
droplet size produced by the nebulizer increases at high sample uptake rates, more
droplets condense out in the spray chamber and consequentlyless sample reaches the
flame.

This situation can be improved if the spray chamber is heated so that the nebulized
sample is correctly vaporized. However the increased amount of water vapour carried
to the flame causes flame stability problems and can result in increased interelement
effects because the flame temperature is significantly reduced. These problems can be
overcome by incorporating a condenser between the heated spray chamber and the
flame. This has been found to remove the vast majority of the water vapour whilst
allowing almost all the analyte (and matrix) to pass into the flame. A typical heated
spraychamber is depictedin Figure 18. Increasesin sensitivityof 5 to 30 timeshave been
reported (72—74) for a range of elements in the air-acetyleneflame. At least two units
were produced commerciallybut to the best ofthe author'sknowledgethey are no longer
available. The disadvantagesof the technique are that the spray chambers take a long
time to reach thermal equilibrium, and that solutions with a high dissolved solids
content cause deposits to form aroundthe end ofthe nebulizerand also result in significantmemoryeffects.

;prayer Section

to waste

Figure 18 Diagram of the burner system with infra-red radiation heated spray
chamberand condenser
(Reproduced withpermission fromref73)

opinionthe heated spray chamber technique in conjunction
an
flame
could be developed for the analysis of non-saline waters.
with
air-acetylene
It should allow reasonably accurate direct determination of a number of elements at
concentrationsfoundindrinkingwater.
However in the author's
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The technique cannot be recommendedfor use with the nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame
because of the high risk of violent explosiveflashback into the relatively large volume
oftheheatedspraychamber.

10 Conclusions

It has been shown that atomic absorption spectrophotornetry is a technique ideally
suited to generalwater analysiswhich can be used to determine a wide range ofelements

with minimum sample preparation and manipulation. Rather than list the elements
for which the technique is suitable, it is easier to list the common elementsfor which
the techniquecannot be used. These are bromine, carbon, chlorine, fluorine, hydrogen,
iodine,nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorusand sulphur. The resonancelines ofthese elements
lie in the vacuum ultraviolet region ofthe spectrum where air andconventional flames
completelyabsorb electromagneticradiation. The very poor detection limit for boron
(AppendixA) precludesthe routine use ofatomic absorption for this clement. However,
indirect techniques(9) can be usedto determinesome ofthese elementswhere the analyte
reacts with another added element and then the resulting product is isolated. The
concentration ofthe reacted or unreacted element is then determined by atomic absoption. DOE has published an indirect atomic absorption method for sulphate (see AppendixC).

Colorimetry is the other trace element analysis technique that is commonly used in
water analysis, but has the disadvantage that interelement effects are usually much
more severethan with flameatomic absorption techniques.Ifthe analyte concentration
is below the detection limit and background correction is employed, no significant
bias should be observed when using an atomic absorption technique. (This assumes
that the blank solution is not contaminated with the analyte). Thus even if a sample
solution exhibited a 20% suppression of signal caused by the solution matrix (a rare
occurrencein water analysis)this suppressionis generallyindependentof concentration
and not very significantat levels close to or below the detection limit. However colonmetric techniques can show a bias in the presence of interfering elementswhen the
interferant reacts with the colour forming reagent to form a measurable colour. Thus
even if the analyte is present at a level below the detection limit a significant signal
is then observed in the presence of the interfering element. A good example of this is
the DOE recommended colôrimetric method for manganese(82) where the presence
of 20mg/litre of iron (HI) gave an apparent manganese concentration of 0• 100 and
0600mg/litre at the 0 and 0 500mg/litre manganeselevels respectively.Similarlyin the
presence of 2mg/litre cobalt the corresponding apparent manganese concentrations
were 0050 and 0555mg/Iitre. This bias effect is not observed in atomic absorption
spectrophotometry which is a significantadvantage as many measurements are often
carried outatanalytelevels near to the detection limit.

The complementary atomic absorption spectrophotometry techniques

of hydride
generation and flameless electrothermal atomization give considerably improved
detection limits when compared to conventional flame analysis and allow direct determinations at the l—2ojig/litrelevel for many elements.However it must be stressedthat
compared to conventional flame analysis interelement effects are much, more significant; the sample analysis rate is considerably reduced; and more operator skill is
required.
It can be safely concluded that atomic absorption and its complementary techniques
are ideally suited for the analysis of a wide range of metals and metalloidsin all types

ofwater andassociatedsamples.
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Appendices
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Appendix A
Some Important Parameters in theAtomic Absorption
Determinationof theMore Commonly Determined
Elements
Thetableopposite givesthe wavelength,the flamesystem, an indication ofthe characteristic concentration (sensitivity for 1 % absorption) and the expected detection limit
range for the more commonlydetermined elementsin non-saline waters. The detection
limitis given as a range ofconcentrationsthatthe 4•65 detection limitmaybe expected
to lie within for routine use of a typical atomic instrument in natural water analysis.
(See 5.2).
Notes
1.

Ionization suppressantrequired (see6.2.7).

2A.Flame emissionusingair-acetylenegivesa similarorbetterdetectionlimit(see8.4).
2B. Flame emission using a nitrous oxide-acetylene flame gives a similar or better
detectionlimit (see8.4).
3.

A considerably improved detection limit can be obtained using the hydride

generationtechnique(see8.2).
4. Flame conditionsset toverge ofluminosity(seeAppendix2section A2.9).
5.

A considerably improved detection limit can be obtained using the coldvapour
technique(see8.1).
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Element

Wavelength
(am)

Flame System
AA Air-Acetylene
NA NitrousOxide-

=

Acetylene

Aluminium
Antimony
Arsenic
Arsenic
Barium

3093

NA

2176

AA
AA
NA

Beryllium

234'9
2231

Bismuth
Boron
Cadmium
Caesium
Calcium
Calcium
Chromium
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Gaffium

Gold
Indium

Iron
Lead
Lead
Lithium
Magnesium

Manganese
Mercury
Molybdenum
Molybdenum
Nickel
Potassium
Rubidium
Selenium
Silicon

Silver
Sodium
Strontium
Tellurium
Thallium

Tin
Tin
Titanium
Vanadium
Zinc
Zirconium

1937
1937

5536

NA
NA

Characteristic
Concentration
(Sensitivityfor
1 % absorption)
mg/litre

(4 65cTLimit

10
04

0'2—0 4

1, 2B

0•1—02•

3

1—3

075

of

Detection)
mg/litre

15

05—1

0'3
002

3
3

01—04

1

O'004—0'008

AA

03

2497

NA
AA

12

6—12

0•01

AA
AA

0'l

0•002—0 •006

852'l

005

NA

0 02

228 8

4227
4227
3579
3579
2407
3247
2874
2428
3039
2483
2170
2833
6707
2852
2795
2537

AA
NA
AA
AA

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA

0'1—02

l,2A

0'006—0•012
0'004—0.01

2B

002-004

4
1

0'05

0•05-0•10
0 02—0• 04
001—002
0•1—0'2
O•04—0'l

2B

0'Z

03

0'1—0'2
001—002
004—008
005—01

2B

007
015

0'02

0 004—0.01

1, 2A

0'005

<0002

003

0005—001

0'l

015

0'07
10

05

l960

2516

NA

20

0'5—l

3281

AA
AA

0.05

0'007—002

5890

001

0005

4607

NA

214'3
276'8

AA
AA

2246

AA

224'6
3643

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

2320
7665
7800

3l84

2139
360

1

3

0'02—006

AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
AA
NA
AA
AA
AA
AA

3133
3133

Notes
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1'5

04—10

1, 2A

3

2B
5

0•4

0•2—0•4
0•08—0•2

007

001—002

0'02

0 004—001

005

001—003

1, 2A
1,2A

1—3

3

05
01

0'5

04
30
25
20
10

0'02—0'04

0'15—03
008—02

1,2A
1, 2B

1—2

3
2B
3

0•5—l

3

04—1

I

02—05

1

0'Ol

0'002—0005

15

3—10

1

Mostof the data in this Table are reproduced by permission ofthe publishers,Charles GriffinandCompany Limited
of London and HighWycombe, from KC Thompson and RJ Reynolds, AtomicAbsorption, Fluorescence and Flame
Emission Spectroscopy 1978.
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Appendix B
AdditIonalAnalytical Information for Certain Elements
(seealso reference 68)

B!

Aluminium

to sensitively determine aluminiumby wavelengthscanning flameemission
spectroscopyusing the 396 2nm line (see 8.4). 1000mg/litre potassium should be added
to suppress ionization. However, there are problems in obtaining quantitative release
ofaluminiumfrom samplescontainingaluminosilicates.
It is possible

B2 Antimony

Theflame detection limitis not adequate for general water analysis applications. Antimony can be sensitivelydetermined using the hydride generation technique (see 8.2),
after conversion of the antimony in the analyte solution to the antimony (H!) state.
This techniquecan also be usedto determine arsenic, bismuth, lead, selenium, tellurium
and tin. However it must be stressed that interelement effects can be severe and calibration by the standard addition technique is often essential. Typical 465° detection
limitsare ofthe order of0•00l—0 .005mg/litre forthe sevenelementsgiven above.
B3 Arsenic

See antimony (B2): it is essentialto convert the arsenic to the arsenic (III) state prior
to the hydride reduction stage. For arsenic levels above 2mg/litre the nitrous oxideacetylene flameshould be used.
B4 Barium

A smallspectral bandpass and a relatively high lampcurrent should be used to minimize
the effect of calcium (see 6.2.6). The maximum calcium level that can be nebulized
without a significant increase in noise level and without a significant change in signal
level should be ascertained by nebulizing blanks and barium standards containing
various levels of calcium and comparing the signals to those obtained with the equivalent calcium free solution(75). The master calcium solution should be prepared from
'spectroscopicallypure' calcium carbonate guaranteed to contain a negligibleamount
(1sg/g)ofbarium.

Barium cannot satisfactorily be determined by wavelength scanning flame emission
spectroscopy using standard equipment because of the severe spectral interference
from calcium(75).
B5 Bismuth
See antimony (B2).
B6 Boron

Flame atomic absorption cannotbe recommendedfor the direct determination ofboron
in freshwaters because of the poor detection limit. At presentboron cannot satisfactorily be determined using the flameless electrothermal atomization technique (sec 8.3)
becauseofseverematrixandmemory effects.
B7 Cadmium

The DOE has published a recommended method for cadmium in potable waters(29).
(see Appendix C). Cadmium has also been directly determined in natural waters using
flameless electrothermalatomization(see8.3).
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B8

Calcium

Calcium is subject to pronounced chemicalinterference effects from aluminium, phosphate and sulphate in the air-acetyleneflame. Lanthanum (as chloride) is normally
added to all sample, standard and blank solutions. The DOE has published a tentative
method for the analysis of calcium in potable andwaste waters using the air-acetylene
flame. The sample is suitably diluted and lanthanum (as the chloride) is added(77) so
as togivea concentrationof 1000mg/litre.
B9 Chromium

Maximum chromium response is observed in a luminous air-acetyleneflame; however
under these conditions chromium (III) and (VI) exhibit different sensitivities and
calibration graphs with well pronounced maxima have been observed for chromium
(ffl)(78). Figure 19 shows a typical calibration graph in the optimized luminous airacetylene flame and it can be seen that certain absorbance values can correspond to
three chromium (III) concentrations (the standards were prepared in 1 % V/V nitric
acid [70% m/mi). These strange effects could be overcome by reducing the acetylene
flow so that a flame on the verge of luminosity was observed. Under these conditions
chromium(III) and (VI) gavesimilar calibration graphs (within 5%)and the response

0,
(0
C

0
0
'I,

.0

0

5

10

15

20

Chromium concentration mg/litre

Figure19 Chromium (Ill) calibrationgraphs
A. Luminous flame conditions(optimized whilst nebulizing 5mg/Ichromium solution)
B. Flamesettovergeofluminosity
(Standardspreparedin0 5%v/vnitric acid 70%rn/rn)
(Reproduced with permission fromref78)
wasnotdependentuponthe ageofthe standards. Howeverevenwitha non-luminousflame
chromium is subject to pronounced chemical interference effects especiallyif concentrationby evaporation (see 7.4.1) is used. These effectshave been foundto be minimized

by adding ammonium perchiorate to the samples, blanks and standards so that the
final solution contained 2% m/V ammonium perchlorate(17. The acidified samples
were initially heated with a small amount of hydrogen peroxide to convert all the
chromium to the (III) stateand the calibration standards were prepared from chromium
(III) salts. Alternatively the use of the nitrous oxide-acetyleneflame effectively overcomes interference effects. The samples, blanks and standards should contain 1000mg!
litrepotassium inorderto suppressionization.
BlO Iron

Chemical interference effects have been observedin sulphate media(14), but are rarely
observed in chloride media especially in a fuel lean flame. A recommendedprocedure
for the atomic absorption determination of iron has been published by the Analytical
Methods Committeeofthe ChemicalSociety(79).

Bil Lead
Lead is normally determined using the 217 Onm resonance line although a few users
still use the less sensitive but more intense 283.3nm line. The acetyleneflow should be
set to give maximum transmission (minimum absorption) of the light beam through
the flame with the blank solution being nebulized. The Department ofthe Environment
has publisheda recommendedmethod forthe determinationofleadin potable waters(30)
wherethe leadis complexedwithammonium pyrrollidinedithiocarbamateandextracted
into4-methylpentan-2-one(seeAppendixC).
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Leadhas also beendirectly determined in natural waters using both the hydride generationtechnique(see 8.2)andthe flameless electrothermalatomization technique(see8.3).
It is to be hoped that both these techniques will ultimately be suitable for the routine
determinationofleadinnaturalwaters.
B12 Magnesium
Magnesium is subject to slight chemical interference effects in the air-acetyleneflame

which can be overcome by the addition of lanthanum. DOE has published a method
forthe analysisofmagnesiumusingtheair-acetyleneflame(80) (seeAppendix C).
B13 Mercury

The cold vapour technique is recommended for this analysis (see 8.1). The DOE has
publishedamethod for the analysisofmercury(42) (seeAppendixC).
B14 Selenium

See antimony (B2). The seleniummust be in the Se(IV) state prior to the hydride reduction stage. Interelementeffects can besevereC 14i
B15

Tellurium

See antimony (B2). The tellurium must be in the Te(IV) state prior to the hydride
reduction stage.
B16 Thallium

It is possible to sensitively determine thallium by wavelengthscanning flame emission
spectroscopy in the nitrous oxide-acetylene flame (see 8.4). 1000mg/litrepotassium
should beadded in order to suppressionization.
B17 Tin

The flame detection limit for tin is relatively poor. The hydride generation technique
is applicable. See antimony (B2). The standards should be prepared from a tin(IV)
standardsolution as anytracelevelsoftin inenvironmental sampleswill almost certainly
beinthetin(IV) state.

If the presence of organotin compounds (such as tributyl tin oxide usedin wood preservatives) is suspected,itis essentialto use awet digestiontechnique(eg H2S04/11N03)in

orderto destroytheorganotin compound prior to thehydride generation step.
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Appendix C
Department of theEnvironment Recommended
Methodsof Analysis*

Element

Range ofApplicability

Brief Descriptionofthe Technique

4 65°

Reference

Detection

Number

Limit
,

Natural waters andsewage

Dilutesamplean appropriate amountand

effluents

incorporate 1000mg/litre lanthanum

Cd

Potable waters

Hg

Saline waters, non-saline
waters, effluents,sludges

Ca

tg/litre
400—1000

77

APDC/MIBK extraction.
200m1sample -÷ lOmi MIBK

0'3

29

Digestionwith KMnO4 at70°Cfor
7—8 hours. Cold vapour technique

01—02

42

non-saline
waters

0004
saline

waters
Natural waters and sewage

Dilute sample anappropriate amountand
incorporate 1000mg/litre lanthanum

60

80

Pb

Potable waters

APDC/MIBK extraction.
200mlsample -÷ lOml MIBK

1—6

30

Sulphate

Potable waters, river
waters, andsewage

Precipitation ofBaSO4, measurementof
residualbarium afteraddition of
lanthanum

5000

81

Mg

effluents

(SO4)

effluents

* Anoptional pretreatment step tosolubilizetheanalyteis giveninallmethods.
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Appendix D
SomeTypical (4.65) Detection LimitsofVarious

Elementsin Non-SalineWatersusing Flameless
ElectrothermalAtomization
Element

Wavele ngth
(nm)

4

65

Comments

DetectionLimit
gig/litre
(Note1)

Al

3093

l937

05—2
05—2

5536

0'5—2

Cd

2349
2288

Cr

3579

01—03
01—03
05—2

Cu

3247

03—l

Fe

2483

1—3

Mg

Note6

Mn

2852
2795

Mo

3133

2—6

Ni
Pb

2320
2170

Se

1960

Te

2143
2768

As
Ba
Be

Ti

V

3184
2139

Zn

Ref62,Notcs2and3
Note4
Refs 56, 59
Ref60
Note5

02—06
1—3

Note5

05—2
05—2

Ref61, Note 3

05—2

Note 3

RefsS3-59

0•5—2
5—15

Note6

Notes

These detection limits refer to typical non-saline water analysis with automatic
backgroundcorrection applied exceptforbarium.
2. A severespectral interference has been reportedin the presence ofa certain type of
suspendedparticulate matter (Poldoski,JE, At. Absorpt. Newsl. 1977, 16, 70).
3. The addition of nickel (2—10,000mg/litre)to all solutions has been recommended
to decrease the volatility of these elements and hence interelement effects. (Ediger
RD,At. Absorpt. Newsl. 1975, 14, 127).
1.

4. Manual background correction can be applied using the molybdenum 5533nm
line or the ytterbium 557 6nm line. (Thompson KC and Godden RG. Analyst
1975, 100, 198).
5.

Most graphite rods andtubes contain significantamounts ofiron and nickel which
should be removed by repeated firings at near maximum temperature each time
a newrod ortubeisfitted.

6. Detection limit is normally limited by variation in the blanks and should be less
than 1j.t/litre.

Appendix
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SomeTypical (4.65) DetectionLimitsof Various
Elements in Non-Saline WatersusingWavelength
Scanning FlameEmission Spectroscopy in the Nitrous
Oxide-Acetylene Flame
Element

Wavelength

4 65Y

nm

Detection Limit

mg/litre

(Note1)
Al

396-2

Ba

553.5

Note2

Ca
Cr
Ga
In

422-7
4254
417-2

Note3

451-1

Sr
Ti
\T

460-7
377-6

0-01—0-04
0-0005—0-002

437.9

0-01--0-04

001—0-04
0-025—0-01

00l—0-04
0-1—0-4

Notes
1.

Detection limits willbe dependent on the instrumentation characteristics,but with
a spectral bandpass of 0 mm, a scan rate of mm/mm. and a time constant of
approximately 1 .5s. the figures quoted should be obtainable with most instruments.
2000mg/litre potassium (as chloride) should be added to samples, standards and
blanksto suppressionization.

2. Barium cannot satisfactorily be determined at low levels (<0 1mg/litre) by conventional flame emissionbecauseof the intense calciumoxide band emissionpresent

at 553

3.

5nm.

Detection limit is normally limited by variations in the blanks and should be less
than0-002mg/litre.
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